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EFFICIENT CONSUMER RESPONSE: DEVELOPMENT OF SUPPLY 
MANAGEMENT IN SPECIALITY GOODS RETAILING BY PRODUCT DEMAND 
CHARACTERISTICS

Objectives of the study:
The objective of this thesis was to study, how can ECR supply management improve speciality 
goods retailing. For that purpose a theoretical framework was developed. A central part of the 
framework is the use of product demand classifications to adjust application of supply 
management concepts by demand classes. In the empirical part of the study the theoretical 
framework was applied to operations of one retail firm's speciality goods product category. 
Additionally, based on the study recommendations were made to improve company's 
performance in the category.

Data sources:
The theoretical part of the study is based on previous academic literature and researches on 
speciality goods retailing, supply chains, Efficient Consumer Response (ECR) and Quick 
Response (QR). In ECR and QR discussions also material from consulting firms is used. The 
empirical study is based on interviews (6), analysis of current situation and analysis of 
company internal sources.

Methodology:
The empirical part of the study was conducted as a qualitative single case study. The study 
was of constructive nature, empirical part of the study was conducted on normative basis. 
However description of case company and current operating practises had also decriptive- 
analytical elements. In the analysis of company internal processes quantitative data was used 
as well.

Findings:
The theoretical framework of the study was supported by the empirical study. The use of 
demand classifications in developing ECR supply management improvement concepts was 
found to be a proper way to analyse development opportunities within a product category and 
between categories as well. Activity based costing and co-operation within a company and 
between companies was found to be important prerequisites for ECR supply management 
development. Furthermore, it was found that ECR supply management application can provide 
significant benefits in the category studied. The generalisability of results for other categories 
is the better the higher the similarity between the categories in question. Nevertheless, all 
ECR supply management application situations are to some extent unique and, hence, the 
results of this study are to be generalised more as guidelines for application rather than exact 
operating instructions.

Keywords:
Speciality Goods, ECR, QR, Supply Management, Demand Classes
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

In early 1990s daily consumer goods industry in United States suffered from 

inefficiencies. The growth was weakening and productivity figures were low compared 

to other branches. Suppliers and distributors had drifted into adversarial relationships, 

where companies attempted to shift costs to other members of the supply chain instead 

of trying to cut the costs together. Consequently, information flow between trading 

partners was inadequate, stock levels were bulging which lead to extra costs due to 

unanticipated demand fluctuations and higher administrative costs. (Harran, 1994; Finne 

& Kokkonen, 1998) Another threat was the fact that new alternative retail formats like 

mass merchandisers and warehouse clubs had successfully entered the market by using 

new technology with excellent results (KSA, 1993, 1). Simultaneously consumers 

demanded more variety and service with less money, time and complexity (Coopers & 

Lybrand, 1996, 11)

In 1992 the U.S. daily consumer goods industry realised the urgent need to start change 

and established a joint-industry task force called ECR Work Group. The purpose was to 

examine grocery supply chain and trade practices to identify potential opportunities to 

make the trade channels more competitive (KSA, 1993, 15). Efficient Consumer 

Response (ECR) quickly gained acceptance in the United States. In 1994 in Europe ECR 

Europe was launched to promote the use of ECR techniques in Europe. Most major 

manufacturing and retail companies are involved in the activities of ECR-Europe.

Compared to daily consumer goods trade, ECR practises have been pursued only to a 

small extent in speciality goods retailing in Finland. The problem in speciality goods is 

that so many types of product categories with different characteristics are included (for 

example cars, clothes, and shoes). Additionally, even within a product category different 

types of demand characteristics exist. Hence, it is far more complex to apply ECR 

concepts into speciality goods.

1.2 Previous Research

The previous research about ECR has mainly been conducted by consulting firms and

commercial research institutes by order of industry organisations such as ECR Europe and
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ECR Work Group. ECR work group has published several reports such as Efficient Consumer 

Response -Enhancing Consumer Value in the Grocery Industry (1993) and Category 

Management Report (1995). Also ECR Europe has ordered studies about variety of issues 

related to ECR, such as European Value Chain Study by Coopers & Lybrand (1996) and 

Category management best practises report (1997). Additionally, in Europe several pilot 

studies in different focus areas of ECR have been conducted and the results published by ECR 

Europe. Furthermore, ECR Europe has tried to standardise the terminology used to supply the 

concepts of ECR by publishing a glossary of key terms in ECR (1996) and by developing a 

ECR scorecard (1997). However, terminology is still not used uniformly, which reflects the 

fact that ECR is still an evolving concept.

Although there is limited amount of academic books and articles about the subject, ECR is 

rapidly gaining more and more academic acceptance. Currently, over 12 thesis has been done 

about ECR in HSEBA and about the same number is underway at the moment. Furthermore, 

recently two books about ECR has been published in Finland. First, a book edited by Home 

(1998) reports the current ECR maturity position of Finnish companies and, additionally, 

presents the findings of nine recent thesis made on ECR subject in HSEBA. Second book, the 

book of Finne & Kokkonen (1998) is the first book presenting the concept of ECR in Finnish. 

Internationally, Journal of Retailing is going to publish a special issue about ECR in autumn 

1999.

As stated previously the application of ECR into speciality goods sector has been pursued only 

to a small extent in Finland. Similarly, on the academic field there is little research on 

speciality goods in general and especially on application of ECR into speciality goods in 

Finland. Recently, Finne (1998) has studied how Point-Of-Sale (POS) information can be used 

to improve supply management in speciality goods sector.

Due to the fact that speciality goods consist of such a large amount of different types of 

products, it is necessary to classify the products based on their demand characteristics. Fisher 

(1997) has studied different types of demand patterns and what kinds of supply chains are 

appropriate for different demand patterns. Finne (1998) developed Fisher’s heuristic further, 

especially to suit the situation of speciality goods. Finne's framework provides a way to 

classify different product groups by demand pattern and possibly to further generalise findings 

of one product category for use in other categories with same demand characteristics as well.
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Nevertheless, by far no researches exists on how can ECR be applied to speciality goods 

sector and are the results of one category generalisable to other categories with similar demand 

characteristics as well.

1.3 Objectives and limitations

Given the above the purpose of this thesis is to discuss how ECR theory can be applied in 

speciality goods retailing and to discuss, are the results from one category generalisable to 

others with similar demand characteristics. The main research question can be defined as 

follows:

• How ECR supply management can improve speciality goods retailing?

The aim is to study in one product category how suitable ECR and especially ECR supply 

management concepts are for the category and how they can improve retailer performance in 

the studied category. Additionally, this study aims to evaluate how well the results are 

generalisable into other categories with similar demand characteristics. The empirical part of 

the study will be made at Euromarket/Maxi-chain for product category tights.

The theoretical part of this study is based on the previous literature and aims at answering to 

the following sub-questions:

• What is the structure of speciality goods retailing in Finland?

• What type of supply chain should products with different demand characteristics have?

• How can products be classified according to demand characteristics?

• What are ECR improvement concepts?

• What are the performance indicators that can be used to evaluate category performance?

The empirical part of this thesis aims at answering to the following sub-questions:

• How can ECR-improvement concepts improve retailer performance in product category 

tights?

• How do the possibilities and advantages of ECR supply management implementation 

differ between foreign and domestic suppliers?

• Are the results of this study generalisable for other product categories with similar demand 

characteristics?
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The results of this study might be of use especially for large retailing companies with multiple 

product categories that plan to implement Efficient Consumer Response principles. 

Additionally, the results of the study would be useful for companies operating in tights product 

category and other categories with similar demand characteristics. Finally, this study could 

also be interesting for students interested in speciality goods retailing.

The discussion in this study is done mainly from ECR supply management viewpoint due to 

the fact that ECR implementation starts from supply management. Hence, supply management 

is the most important ECR focus area within speciality goods at the moment, even though the 

connections to other two focus areas demand management and enabling technologies exist. 

Additionally, the it would require too much resources to study thoroughly all the three focus 

areas, therefore the discussion is mainly limited to supply management focus area. Enabling 

technologies and demand management focus areas are discussed in more general level in the 

study’s empirical part. Furthermore, the study limits its discussion into limited number of 

demand patterns in order to ensure the depth of the study.

1.4 Structure of the Research Report

The report has two parts, theoretical part in chapter 1-4 and the empirical part in chapters five 

and six. The research report begins in the first chapter with introducing the topic and 

presenting the structure of the study. Chapter two discusses supply chains, introduces research 

context-speciality goods retailing and especially clothing retailing and finally, presents 

Fisher’s and Finne's studies on products demand patterns and their effect on qualities required 

from supply chains. The third chapter gives an overview of the concept of Efficient Consumer 

Response (ECR): the background, principles and the three focus areas: supply management, 

demand management and enabling technologies. Chapter three includes also a presentation of 

different performance measures for a category. Finally, the chapter presents a theoretical 

framework for this study. Chapter four assesses the methodology used in this study. The fifth 

chapter concentrates on the description and analysis of empirical data. Outcomes from the 

interviews are compared with the framework and possible benefits evaluated. Chapter six 

concludes the report by summarising the study and by discussing the major findings and their 

generalisability. Figure 1 on next page illustrates the structure of this report.
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Figure 1. The structure of the research report
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2 Speciality Goods Retailing

2.1 Speciality Goods

2.1.1 Definition

Speciality goods retailing as a concept is not unambiguous. Therefore, it is necessary to define 

what is meant by speciality goods and through which intermediaries speciality goods are sold. 

In this section firstly, the concept of speciality good is defined, secondly the distribution 

structure of speciality goods in Finland is represented.

No uniform way to classify products was found in literature review of non-Finnish 

publications. Classification into convenience, shopping and speciality products is most often 

used (Stem et al., 1989; Lambin, 1996; Levy & Weitz, 1998) although, some discrepancies 

from the tripartition occurred in terms of classifications and viewpoint. For example Lambin 

(1996) has added unsought goods to the tripartition and divided convenience goods into three 

subclasses. Levy and Weitz (1998 244-246,020) define the three terms in the following way:

• Convenience products; products that the consumer buys from the most convenient location 

and that the consumer is not willing to spend the effort to evaluate prior to purchase

• Shopping goods product; product for which consumers will spend time comparing 

alternatives

• Speciality product; product for which the customer will expend considerable effort to buy

Convenience products are purchased with as little effort as possible, frequently and in small 

quantities. Examples are food, magazines, and sweets. Lambin (1996) further classifies 

convenience goods into staple goods, impulse goods and emergency goods. Shopping goods 

are high perceived-risk products. Consumers are willing to spend time and effort to shop 

around and to compare product alternatives on different criteria such as quality, price, style, 

features etc. Examples are major appliances, clothing and other expensive and infrequently 

bought products. Speciality products are products with unique characteristics that are 

sufficiently important to consumers that they make a special effort to purchase them. 

Examples are exotic foods, deluxe clothing etc. (Lambin, 1996,481-483)
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In Finland retailing of consumer goods is traditionally divided into retailing of daily consumer 

goods and retailing of speciality goods. Daily consumer goods are groceries and other goods 

used daily and bought in connection with groceries. Due to the changes in living standards 

over time, the concept of daily consumer goods also changes. Hence, it is not possible to 

define exactly which goods are daily consumer goods and which are not. Speciality goods are 

non-durable, durable and luxury goods that are bought less frequently and need more 

consideration before buying. (Kauppa yhdyskuntasuunnittelussa 1995,7)

For the purpose of this study, the Finnish definition presented in Kauppa 

yhdyskuntasuunnittelussa (1995) is most appropriate and is therefore used in this study. This 

decision can be justified by the fact that this classification is dominant in Finland, where the 

study is conducted and moreover is used in the case company.

The empirical part of this study focuses on tights-product-category within textile and apparel 

retailing branch. Whether tights are speciality goods based on the above definition can be 

questioned, sometimes they are bought in connection with groceries, especially when bought 

from supermarkets or department stores, sometimes they are bought with great consideration. 

Hence, tights have characteristics of both daily consumer goods and speciality goods. 

Nevertheless, tights are on average not used daily and are bought more often in connection 

with clothes rather than in connection with groceries. Therefore, in this study tights are 

classified as speciality goods.

2.1.2 Speciality goods retailing in Finland

2.1.2.1 General

In 1994 there were 28000 different sales entities that sold speciality goods in Finland. They 

employed approximately 81000 people. Employment in speciality retailing is to some extent 

growing. Multiple store chains are typical phenomena in speciality retailing. In recent years 

speciality goods sales have increased more rapidly than retailing in general. (Kauppa 

yhdyskuntasuunnitelussa, 1995, 39-40) Furthermore, number of speciality selling stores has 

been in slight increase unlike the number of other retail stores.

The term speciality goods includes a large variety of different product categories such as 

tights, books and cars. Due to the great variety of different types of goods, belonging to
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speciality goods they can not be researched as a whole, instead they need to be studied by 

branch and sometimes even by product categories within a branch.

2.1.2.2 Distribution Structure

A well-structured model to describe retail level distribution structure of speciality goods in 

Finland is presented in a study of LTT-Tutkimus, which studied the buying behaviour and ease 

of attainability of speciality goods. The model adapted to serve this study is presented in figure 

2. In the figure darkened areas illustrate the distribution structure of clothing retailing, within 

which the category studied in this study belong. Speciality goods are sold in speciality stores, 

department stores and hypermarkets. Non-store retailing like teleshopping, intemetshopping 

and mail order sales is not included in the picture. Even though different businesses seem 

distant they are not exclusive; for example clothes can be and are sold in sports shops as well.

Figure 2. Distribution Structure of Speciality Goods

Source: LIT, 1999

2.1.2.3 Textile and Apparel retailing

In 1997 total consumption of clothes in Finland was approximately 10850 MFIM. In the year 

1999 household consumption on clothing is estimated to grow 4,5% compared to 4,0% growth 

in household consumption. In proportion to other European markets Finnish clothing market is
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fairly small. For example total yearly clothing sales in Finland are approximately equal to 

annual growth in German clothing sales. Currently, there is an ongoing trend of increasing 

clothing imports to European Union from the Far East and neighbouring countries. 

(Tekstiilialan keskusvaliokunta, 1999, 3,13)

According to statistics, biggest sales channel for clothing are department stores, second 

biggest group are other stores i.e. multiple stores or chains that are so small, that they do not 

belong to top 15 in the field. (Erikoiskaupanliitto, 1999, 31) Nevertheless, there are many 

well-known chains in the branch. Additionally, approximately 65% of the total sales take place 

in stores of top 50 chains (Home 1998b, 25). Biggest chains specialising in clothing are 

Seppälä, Texmoda Fashion Group and Vaatehuone. Foreign chains mainly from Sweden have 

also penetrated the market. Biggest are Kappahl, Lindex and Hennes & Mauritz. 

(Erikoiskaupanliitto, 1999, 31) Stockmann is the leading firm in the department store category. 

Stockmann chains all five department stores are among biggest six clothing stores in Finland. 

(Home 1998b, 25)

Table 1. Clothing Sales in Finland

Clothing Sales (98/97) Number of 
stores

Turnover
(FIM)

Ranking 
(by turnover)

Department stores (and alike) 147 4458 1

Other Stores 2900 4121 2

Seppälä 97 601 3

Texmoda Fashion Group 122 598 4

Vaatehuone 66 323 5

Veljekset Halonen 12 246 6

Kappahl 19 210 7

Lindex 36 188 8

Vero Moda 28 89 9

Hennes & Mauritz 5 50 10

Total (All clothing stores in Finland) 3529 11066 —

Source: Erikoiskaupanliitto, 31.

2.1.2.4 Tights & Socks

According to a study made by the Helsinki Research institute for Business Administration in 

the early 1990s socks and tights are a clear product category, which can be divided into two
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parts of approximately equal sales; socks and tights (includes thin socks) (LTT, 1991, 30-32). 

According to Leila Roponen of Ketjuetu, this assumption still holds true if all socks (men’s, 

children’s, women’s) are counted. In the year 1997 the share of tights and socks from the total 

consumption of clothes in Finland was 3%, which means FIM 325 Million annual sales in the 

category (Tekstiilialan keskusvaliokunta, 1999, 13). Based on the above assumption share of 

tights would be approximately half of total category sales i.e. FIM 160 Million. In European 

comparison Finnish portion of three percent of clothing sales spent on socks and tights is low, 

the average portion in the EU is 5% and highest share is in France with 8 percent portion of 

total clothing consumption (Tekstiilialan keskusvaliokunta, 1999,13).

The demand on tights has moved from traditional cheap basic tights in direction of more high 

quality, colourful and figured models. Simultaneously, the supply of tights has grown 

considerably in terms of materials, colours and figures. (LTT, 1991, 30-32) This change has 

meant a shift in demand pattem from basic product with steady and predictable demand into 

direction of more fashion type product with more variations in demand. Furthermore, overall 

fashion trends and weather have an impact on tights’ demand. For example a trend of shorter 

skirts means that tights have more visible role in clothing and this in turn has an effect tights’ 

demand. (LTT, 1991, 30-32)

2.1.3 Characteristics of Fashion Retailing

According to Christopher and Peck (1997), fashion is a broad term, which typically 

encompasses any product or market where there is an element of style, which is likely to be 

short-lived. Easey (1995) states that fashion is about continuous change and the exercise of 

creative design skills. He defines fashion as the current mode of consumption. (Easey, 1995) 

Both definitions emphasise essential characteristics of fashion retailing: short life cycles and 

continuous change.

Christopher and Peck (1997) define fashion market to have typically following four 

characteristics:

(1) Short life cycles

(2) High volatility

(3) Low predictability

(4) High impulse purchase rate.
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Short life cycles means that the period in which the product is saleable is normally very short 

and seasonal. High volatility - the demand for these products is rarely stable or linear and can 

be influenced by vagaries of weather, hit films, tv-shows or advertising. Low predictability - 

because of the volatility of demand it is difficult to forecast with any accuracy even total 

demand during a period not to mention weekly or daily demand. High impulse purchase - 

many buying decisions for these products are made at the point of purchase. (Christopher & 

Peck, 1997)

The apparel market is price-oriented; majority of consumers look for competitive prices rather 

than up-market designs and quality. Hence, the purchase price is very important to the retailer. 

(Mattila, 1999) This has lead to current trend of offshore sourcing from the Far East and other 

low cost locations. The trend of offshore sourcing has caused the already traditionally long 

lead times to become even longer, which makes forecasting more difficult. Additionally, in the 

fashion market it is difficult to predict demand accurately due to changing fashion and large 

number of different stock keeping units in each product category. For example in tights there 

can be hundreds of variations of tights in one department store (different models, sizes and 

colours). Long lead times and difficult to predict demand lead to forecasting errors which in 

turn cause lost sales and forced mark-downs on the part of products that have lower than 

expected demand. Forecasting errors have a powerful impact on retailer’s performance. 

(Mattila, 1999,196) Studies suggest that early demand of a season gives rather reliable picture 

of the demand during the whole season. Study of Fisher & Raman 1996 showed a correlation 

between 0,8 and 0,9 for the demand of whole season for forecast made at point, where 20% of 

total sales has already been realised. Mattila 1999, 157 interviewed three Finnish retailers, the 

results showed similar figure on reliability of forecast at point, when V* of the season was 

realised (Mattila 1999,157).

The problem of under-stocked and over-stocked situations has been traditionally tackled with 

efforts to improve forecasts. However, experience seems to suggest that even though 

forecasting techniques and methods have continued to develop, they can never deliver the 

accuracy required for managing logistics in fast moving markets. According to Christopher & 

Peck (1997) the answer for this problem lies in reducing dependency on the forecast. This can 

be achieved trough lead-time management.
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Christopher and Peck (1997) separate three critical lead-times that must be managed by 

organisations that seek to be successful in fashion markets:

• Time to market', how long does it take the business to recognise a market opportunity, to 

translate it into a product or service and bring it to market?

• Time to serve', how long does it take to capture customer’s order and deliver the product to 

the retail customer’s satisfaction?

• Time to react; how long does it take to adjust the output of the business in response to 

volatile demand?

Christopher & Peck (1997) sum up that the key to better management of fashion logistics is in 

achieving the twin goals of time compression through a reduction of non-value adding time 

and the ability to capture and share information on real demand across the supply chain. To 

achieve this dual goal three prerequisites have to be fulfilled:

(1) Understand the process

(2) Eliminate non-value adding activities and

(3) Improve end to end pipeline visibility.

It is fundamental to the development of more responsive supply chains to have detailed 

understanding on how and where time is consumed at every step of the supply chain. In 

gaining this understanding, supply chain mapping is a powerful tool. Supply chain mapping 

seeks to flowchart every activity in the chain from order entry trough to final delivery to gain 

an insight into how the channel works and where time is consumed. As the understanding of 

the process is gained, time compression can be pursued by eliminating or reducing time spent 

on non-value adding activities. It is a challenge for management to understand that supply 

chain costs have to be viewed more broadly than just traditional manufacturing and shipping 

costs only. Thirdly, improvement of end to end pipeline visibility is a significant factor in 

pursuit to successful management of fashion logistics. In fashion market supply chains are 

often lengthy and as information is not transmitted trough the chain each step in the chain is 

forced to forecast requirements and hence, have buffer inventories. This phenomena causes so 

called forrester/bullwhip effect i.e. the strengthening of demand fluctuations in the supply 

chain. To overcome this problem it would be ideal to capture demand as close to real demand 

as possible and share the information with all the upstream players in the supply chain. 

(Christopher & Peck, 1997)
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2.2 Product classifications according to demand characteristics

In retailing, especially in speciality goods retailing there is enormous amount of products with 

different demand characteristics. Because of the multitude of different products and product 

categories in retailing and particularly in speciality goods retailing, it is important to study 

differences and similarities in demand and classify products accordingly. Classification by 

demand pattem provides opportunity to manage easier the whole range of products and 

product categories. Additionally, product classifications according to demand type are 

important in order to be able to generalise research findings of one product or product category 

to be valid for other product categories with similar demand characteristics.

In this section different ways to classify products according to their demand patterns are 

discussed. Firstly, a widely used bipartition presented by Fisher in Harvard Business Review 

in March-April 1997 issue is introduced. Secondly, a more detailed model to classify products 

according to demand patterns developed by Finne (1998) in his master’s thesis will be 

reviewed. Furthermore, his suggestions on how these classes should be managed are shortly 

presented.

2.2.1 Fisher’s model

2.2.1.1 Functional and innovative goods

According to Fisher (1997) products can be classified on the basis of their demand patterns. 

He identified two demand patterns innovative and functional. Functional goods have highly 

predictable demand, highly competitive market and low profit margins. Innovative goods have 

difficult to predict demand, to lesser extent competitive market and higher profit margin per 

unit.
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Table 2. Functional vs. Innovative products: Differences in demand

Functional Innovative

Aspects of demand Predictable Unpredictable

Product life cycle more than 2 years 3 months to 1 year

Contribution margin 5% to 20% 20% to 60%

Product variety low (10 to 20 variants per

category)

High (often millions of variants

per category)

Average margin of error in 
the forecast at the time 

production is committed

10% 40% to 100%

Average stockout rate l%to 2% 10% to 40%

Average forced end-of-season 
mark-down as percentage of 

full price

0% 10% to 25%

Lead time required for made 
to order product

6 months to 1 year 1 day to 2 weeks

Source: Fisher, 1997

Functional goods satisfy basic needs and therefore, demand for functional products is 

relatively stable and easy to forecast. Life cycle of functional goods is quite long. Because of 

the predictable demand these products are widely sold and thus market for functional goods is 

highly competitive and a good match between demand and supply prevails. Highly 

competitive market often means also low profit margins. In consequence of this, when 

concentrating on creation of cost efficient supply chain manufacturers of functional products 

should focus on minimising costs of production, inventory and transportation. To avoid low 

profit margins of functional products many manufacturers try to introduce innovations to their 

functional products and thus make them more similar to innovative products. (Fisher, 1997)

Innovative products have unpredictable demand. However, to balance this, innovative 

products .have higher profit margins. This attracts new competitors, often imitators, which 

leads to shorter life cycles and increased competition. Manufacturer of innovative products 

should focus on supply chain flexibility instead of cost efficiency. Some buffer inventory may 

also be advisable due to unpredictable demand. (Fisher, 1997)
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Figure3. Matching Supply Chain with Products

Functional Innovative 
Products Products

_______________

Matching Supply Chain with Products

MatchEfficient m
Supply Chain _____
É-.- 'VV:::- :

Responsive Mis 
Supply Chain n| Match

Source: Fisher, 1997

2.2.1.2 Efficient and Responsive supply chain structures

An efficient structure of distribution is achieved through a cost minimisation strategy by 

maintaining a high average manufacturing capacity utilisation rate and long batch sizes, 

increasing inventory turns and minimising average inventory levels. Shortening lead times to 

the point this increases costs and selection of suppliers based on cost and requirement of high 

quality are also characteristic to the cost efficient supply chain strategy. (Fisher, 1997)

A responsive structure of distribution must react quickly to unpredictable demand fluctuations 

to minimise stockouts, obsolete inventory and forced markdowns. Additional flexibility is 

achieved from buffered capacity and buffer stocks preferably held as non-finished products. In 

case of innovative products the economic gain from investments in reducing lead times 

normally outweighs the cost of reducing lead times. To achieve responsive structure suppliers 

should be chosen based on their speed, flexibility and quality. (Fisher, 1997) There exists a 

match between innovative products and a responsive distribution structure including 

centralised and near direct distribution with some postponement to add flexibility (Inkiläinen, 

1998).
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2.2.2 Finne’s framework

Based on Fisher’s study and a model developed by consulting firm Martec1 Finne (1998) 

developed Fisher’s dichotomy further. Finne claims that his model provides better 

understanding of retailer’s part of the supply chain. To deepen the discussion on product 

demand patterns and the factors that can be used to determine demand patterns Finne’s 

framework is presented.

Figure 4. Different product demand patterns according to essential factors that affect supply 

chain management.

Source: Finne, 1998

Finne argues that Fisher’s dichotomy presents only two extremes and, thus, can not adequately 

explain the holistic field of supply chain development. Essential factors that affect the

1 see Retail Business (1996), Developments in Merchandising, Retail Business, No. 
463, 1-8.
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management of supply chain and therefore central factors to be used in dividing demand 

patterns are the length of product-life-cycle, predictability of demand, possibility of 

replenishment order, possibility of continuous replenishment, order to delivery lead time and 

the seasonality of demand. (Finne, 1998, 62) Based on these factors, Finne developed his 

model to divide products according to their demand patterns. In the model there are six 

different outcomes. Each outcome represents different type of demand characteristics.

2.3 Supply Chains

2.3.1 Supply Chain defined

It is almost impossible to find an unambiguous definition of the supply chain from literature. 

Also, different terms are used to describe the same phenomena. Terms supply chain, 

distribution channel and marketing channel are widely used in literature. According to 

Rosenbloom (1995, 5) much of the confusion probably stems from differing perspectives or 

viewpoints. For example, manufacturer of the product and retailer may have totally different 

perspectives. Because of this, Rosenbloom argues that it is not possible to find óne definition 

that can be acceptable from all viewpoints. (Rosenbloom, 1995) In the following definitions 

from seven different sources are presented to illustrate how these terms are defined in 

literature.

• Distribution channel:

• Levy & Weitz (1998, G7); Distribution channel, a set of firms that facilitate the 

movement of products from the point of production to the point of sale to the 

ultimate consumer.

• Lambin (1996, 469); Distribution channel is a structure formed by the 

independent partners participating in the process of making goods or services 

available for consumption or use by consumers or industrial users.

• Supply Chain:

• Handfield and Nichols (1999,2); Supply Chain encompasses all activities 

associated with the flow and transformation of goods from raw materials 

stage, through to the end user, as well as the associated information flows. 

Material and information flow both up and down the supply chain.
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• Inkiläinen (1998, 22); Supply Chain is a network of suppliers, subsuppliers, 

intermediaries and customers in which any business operates.

• Marketing Channel:

• Rolnicki (1997, 1); From an operational standpoint, a marketing channel is the 

path a product or service takes as it moves from the manufacturer to its end 

user or consumer.

• Rosenbloom (1995, 5); From manufacturing company marketing management 

viewpoint Marketing Channel can be defined to be the external contactual 

organisation that management operates to achieve its distribution objectives.

• Stern et al. (1989,5); Marketing channel can be viewed as sets of independent 

organisations involved in the process of making a product or service available 

for use or consumption.

From the above, it can be concluded that at least in this literature study no clear distinction 

between the terms could be found. However, it seems clear that all the terms and definitions 

include the same basic idea that supply/marketing/distribution channel includes the path the 

product moves until customer. In this study the terms marketing channel, supply chain and 

distribution channel are used synonymously.

In this section the structure of supply chain is primarily elaborated based on the work of 

Rosenbloom (1995) and Stem et. al (1989). These researcher’s studies on supply chains 

(marketing channels) are widely recognised and their theory of the structure of supply chain is 

clear.

2.3.2 The structure of supply chains

In this section (1.3.2) the term marketing channel is used synonymously with the term supply 

chain. This is due to the fact that these researchers have used the term marketing channel.

2.3.2.1 Definition

From manufacturing company marketing management viewpoint marketing channel can be 

defined to be the external contactual organisation that management operates to achieve its 

distribution objectives. (Rosenbloom 1995, 5) In the definition there are four key terms:
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external, contactual organisation, operates and distribution objectives. The term external 

means that marketing channel exists outside the firm. Hence, marketing channel is about inter- 

organisational management. The term contactual suggests that only those firms that participate 

in negotiatory functions (buying, selling, transferring title of goods or services) are members 

in marketing channel. Third term, operates refers to involvement of the management of the 

firm in the affairs of the channel. Fourth term, distribution objectives points out, that the 

management has certain distribution objectives in mind and marketing channel exists to 

achieve these objectives. (Rosenbloom 1995,6-7)

Stem et al. (1989,5) define very similarly marketing channel to be viewed as sets of 

independent organisations involved in the process of making a product or service available for 

use or consumption. According to Stem & El-Ansary (1992, 11-12) marketing channel 

performs certain functions, which are for example: carrying inventory, selling, physical 

distribution, after-sale services and extending credit to customers.

2.3.2.2 Flows in Marketing Channels

In marketing channel different flows exist, according to Rosenbloom (1995, 14-17) these 

flows are: product flow, negotiation flow, ownership flow, information flow and promotion 

flow. Stem et al. (1989, 14) have also defined the flows, their view includes nine different 

flows. Additionally they have given directions to these flows, they are forward (from producer 

to consumer), backward or two-way flows. Physical possession, ownership and promotion are 

forward flows, ordering, payment and market information are backward flows, two-way flows 

are negotiation, financing and risking.

2.3.2.3 Channel members

According to Rosenbloom (1995,34) channel members are: 1. Producers and manufacturers, 2. 

Intermediaries and 3. Final users. Intermediaries and Final users can be further divided into 

wholesale and retail intermediaries and consumer and industrial users. Facilitating agencies 

such as transport companies, storage firms, advertising agencies and insurers are not members 

of the channel, as they do not participate in the negotiatory functions. Facilitating agencies are 

more like subcontractors to channel members.
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The reasoning for the use of intermediaries between manufacturers and consumers lies in two 

factors contactual efficiency and specialisation/division of labour. Rosenbloom (1995,18) 

defines contactual efficiency as the level of negotiation effort between sellers and buyers 

relative to achieving a distribution objective. An example of contactual efficiency is illustrated 

in Figure 5. Specialisation is based on same principle as in manufacturing; distribution 

objectives are met more efficiently when distribution tasks are allocated to intermediaries 

specialising in performing certain tasks.

Figure 5. How the introduction of an intermediary reduces the number of contacts needed.

With Wholesale Intermediary:

Without Intermediary:

3+3=6 contacts

3*3=9 contacts

Source: Adapted from Rosenbloom (1995,21)

2.3.2.4 Functions of wholesale and retail intermediaries

2.3.2.4.1 Retailer

Retailer is a business that sells products and services to ultimate consumers. Retailers perform 

functions that add value to the products and services they sell to consumers.

According to Levy & Weitz (1998) these functions are; (1) providing an assortment of 

products and services, (2) breaking bulk, (3) holding inventory and (4) providing services. 

Providing assortments means that the retailer carries products of many producers and, hence, 

enables the customer to choose from wide selection of brands, designs, sizes, colours and 

prices in one location. Breaking bulk; to reduce transportation costs wholesalers and 

manufacturers often ship products only in bigger lots. Retailers offer these products to 

consumers in smaller more appropriate quantities i.e. break bulk. Holding inventory means 

that retailers keep inventory of products so that it is available when customer needs it. 

Providing services points out that retailers offer services to make purchasing easier for the 

customer. For example retailers have sales people to answer questions, retailers offer credits
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and display products so that customers can see and test them before buying. By conducting 

these functions retailers add value of products and services. (Levy & Weitz, 1998, 9)

Rosenbloom's view of retailer’s functions is significantly more manufacturer oriented. His 

view, however, complement Levy & Weitz's views. Rosenbloom (1995,74) suggests that 

retailers perform following functions; (1) offering manufacturers and wholesalers to have 

many point of contact with consumers close to their place of residence, (2) providing personal 

selling, advertising, and display aid to sell suppliers products, (3) interpreting consumer 

demand and relaying it back to through the channel, (4) breaking bulk, (5) offering storage to 

suppliers so that they can have low-cost inventories near to consumers and (6) removing 

substantial risk from the producer/manufacturer by ordering and accepting delivery before the 

selling season.

2.3.2.4.2 Wholesaler

Wholesaler, a merchant establishment operated by a concern that is primarily engaged in 

buying, taking title to, usually storing, and physically handling goods in large quantities, and 

reselling the goods (usually in smaller quantities) to retailers or to industrial or business users. 

(Levy & Weitz, 1998, G-23) According to Rosenbloom (1995,46) wholesaler performs 

following functions; (1) Providing market coverage for manufacturers, (2) making sales 

contacts, (3) holding inventory, (4) processing orders, (5) gathering market information and 

(6) offering customer support.

2.4 Summary

In this chapter three related areas were studied; (1) speciality goods retailing, (2) product 

classifications according to demand characteristics and (3) supply chains.

In speciality goods section, first, the term speciality goods was defined based on a literature 

review. Second, the field of speciality goods retailing in Finland was introduced, especially 

clothing retailing and the category studied was discussed based on literature. Additionally, 

aspects of fashion retailing were reviewed. To sum up, in the first section the field of this 

study was presented.
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In second section, two models to classify products according to demand characteristics were 

presented. First, the dichotomy of Fisher (1997) was presented. Second, the framework of 

Finne (1998) was presented. Fisher’s dichotomy divides products into two classes; functional 

and innovative products. Based on that division Fisher’s dichotomy determines the 

recommended supply chain structure to emphasise either flexibility or cost efficiency i.e. to be 

responsive or efficient Finne’s framework has more demand classes and Finne has also created 

the framework with emphasis on speciality goods. Therefore, both presented theories 

contribute to classification of product categories of speciality goods; Fisher’s heuristic in a 

more general level and Finne’s framework in a more detailed level.

In third section of the chapter, first, the term supply chain was defined. Second, the structure 

of supply chain and functions of channel members were discussed.
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3 Efficient Consumer Response (ECR)

3.1 Efficient Consumer Response & Quick Response History and Relationship

3.1.1 The concept of Quick Response (QR)

3.1.1.1 Background/ History

The term Quick response has its roots on the response of US companies to increasing 

competition from Far East and other low cost locations. The share of US-based garment 

suppliers from domestic market had declined rapidly from 80% in 1981 to 60% in 1987. 

Initially, US manufacturers attempted to influence consumers through advertising campaign. 

However, as US-producers were not able to offer same value for money, the trend continued. 

Additionally, US manufacturers were very inflexible and were not offering what the 

consumers wanted. Shortly, it became evident that US manufacturers could not compete with 

low labour costs of foreign suppliers even with import tariffs in place. As this was realised, the 

US manufacturers association commissioned consulting firm Kurt Salmon Associates to study 

US apparel industry supply chains. The results were alarming. Supply chains were too long 

and too badly co-ordinated to respond effectively to market demands. Time to serve from 

textile loom to store rack averaged one and a quarter years. (Christopher & Peck, 1998, 97-99) 

Industry wide the cost of these inefficiencies were estimated to be approximately 20% percent 

of the industry’s total turnover or USD 25 billion per year (Christopher, 1998,193-194).

In this situation the US industry had to find new ways to enhance supply chain performance. 

Several pilot studies to explore if pipelines could be shortened through collaboration between 

retailers, manufacturers and textile producers were commissioned. These pilot studies were 

very successful and acted as a base for the Quick Response concept. (Christopher & Peck, 

1998, 97-99) Among the first pilot studies was the study in which Milliken, country’s largest 

textile producer partnered with apparel manufacturer Seminole and Wal-Mart stores in one 

product category. The results were encouraging, sales showed increase of 31 percent and 

inventory turns 30 percent respectively. (Stalk & Hout, 1990)
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3.1.1.2 Definition

Much the same way as in many newer business concepts there exists no dominant definition of 

Quick Response. In this study several definitions have been studied in order to stress the 

common aspects and in that way to introduce the core ideas of Quick Response.

It can be stated that typically Quick Response includes; (1) building partnerships between 

customers and suppliers, (2) having the ability to share inventory and sales information to the 

benefit of both partners. The goal of Quick Response is to reduce inventory, reduce lead time, 

and build strong collaborative relationships between business partners. (Internet 1) Above 

description clearly marks the means by which and ends towards which Quick Response 

strives. The same aspects have been brought up in several other definitions. However, 

different authors emphasise different aspects.

Perhaps Kurt Salmon Associates (1993) present the most comprehensive definition of Quick 

Response:
Quick Response is a partnership strategy in which retailer and supplier work 

together to respond more quickly to consumer needs by sharing information on 

POS-data to jointly forecast future demand for replenishable items and to 

continually monitor trends to detect opportunities for new items. Operationally, 

both parties use EDI to speed the flow of information and activities are jointly 

reorganised to minimise lead times and costs.

Fisher and Raman (1996) define Quick Response as an apparel industry initiative intended to 

cut manufacturing and distribution lead times trough a variety of means, including (1) 

information technology such as electronic data interchange (EDI), bar coding and POS- 

scanners, (2) logistics improvements such as automated warehousing and increased use of air 

freight and (3) improved manufacturing methods, such as reorganisation of sewing process 

into modular cells. This definition expresses the origin of the concept apparel-industry and the 

major goal of the concept- reducing lead times; additionally it introduces methods used to 

achieve this goal. Iyer and Bergen (1997) define very similarly but more briefly Quick 

Response to be an apparel industry movement to shorten lead-time. Many authors find QR to 

be closely related to JIT logistics, with the difference that QR is used in retailing (Larson & 

Lusch, 1990; Christopher, 1998; Levy & Weitz, 1998; Internet 1).
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In Quick Response information is substituted for inventory. QR has relative advantage in 

systems where high service levels are required. Despite the fact that QR has high fixed costs, 

the incremental cost to improve service is relatively low (Christopher, 1998, 193). 

Additionally, apparel industry studies suggest service level increases from 80 to 95 percent 

associated with Quick Response (Muller, 1990). Jostens and Helms (1995) and Iyer and 

Bergen (1997) have also reported service level increases associated with QR. In his 
dissertation Inkiläinen (1998) reports that, based on theory of Menzer2, four fundamental 

trends which tend to change the whole orientation of channels of distribution exist; (a) 

information/performance oriented trends, (b) service driven channels, (c) quality based 

channels and (d) value-driven channels. Within this framework Inkiläinen classifies Quick 

Response as a service driven channel.

3.1.1.3 Implementation of Quick Response

As the above definitions state the goal of Quick Response (QR) system is to meet customer 

requirements in short time frames with minimal inventory (Christopher 1998, 192). This 

requires supply chain to be flexible and to react rapidly to final user demand. To achieve this 

supplier-retailer partnering and Information Technologies to enhance flow of data between 

partners are used. Especially the flow of POS-data is important for the system to be possible.

To facilitate information flow, QR systems use Information Technology systems such as 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), Scanners and Bar-coding (products and transport 

packages) (Christopher 1998; Internet 2). Other methods used to facilitate agility are the use 

of floor ready merchandise and faster transport methods such as airfreight. (Fisher & Raman, 

1996; Internet 2) Manufacturers use flexible manufacturing methods to accommodate agility 

of production. Additionally, in Quick Response system manufacturers may use buffer 

inventories in production to be able to respond faster on changing demand.(Jostes & Helms, 

1995)

For manufacturers QR systems may provide additional risk in form of increased inventories of 

goods with often seasonal demand. It has been criticised that QR provides nothing good for 

manufacturers. However, Bowersox and Closs (1996) argue that manufacturers benefit from

2 For more information see; Mentzer, John T. (1993), Managing Channel Relationsships in the 
21st Century, Journal of Business Logistics, Volume 14, Number 1, pp. 27-42.
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engaging in QR relationship by firstly, ensuring access for it’s products to retailers assortment, 

secondly, enhanced information flow provides better inventory visibility throughout the chain 

which allows better planning of production and less forecast errors and thirdly, alliances based 

on sharing of information and risk increase the opportunity of both parties to improve 

operational efficiency. (Bowersox & Closs 1996, 492-494) Furthermore, Quick Response 

systems require high reliability of systems due to the low inventory levels. Hence, QR systems 

often require quality systems as well.

3.1.2 The Concept of ECR

ECR Europe, the European joint trade and industry organisation promoting the use of Efficient 

Consumer Response in Europe has defined the concept of ECR as follows:

”Common collaborated initiative by suppliers and trade to optimise the joint supply chain to 

create additional consumer value in terms of lower cost, better service, higher quality and 

larger variety. ” (ECR Europe, 1996)

As above definition states, objectives of ECR movement are to create additional consumer 

value by offering better service, higher quality and larger variety at lower cost. This requires 

removing all non-value adding functions from the supply chain.

ECR strives to achieve its objectives by using integrally commonly known and well- 

documented methods. What is new in this concept is that these tools are assessed in terms of 

their impact across the entire supply chain, not just the business of individual trading partners. 

(Coopers & Lybrand, 1996,12)

3.1.2.1 Background

Efficient consumer response (ECR) emerged in the United States partly trough joint initiatives 

between Wal-Mart and Procter and Gamble and the increased competition in the traditional 

grocery industry in the early 1990s due to recession and competition from new retail formats. 

(Femie 1998, 28) In 1992 ECR Work group was formed in the United States. The task force 

consisted of major players in the industry and gained rapidly wide acceptance. (KSA 1993, 17) 

Consulting firm Kurt Salmon Associates (KSA), who had been active in the formation of the
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concept Quick Response, participated actively in the formation of ECR concept also. 

Therefore, ECR has gained many influences from the QR practises. (Femie 1998,27-28)

In 1994 ECR Europe was launched to promote the use of ECR techniques in Europe. ECR has 

been very successful in gaining industry participation in Europe too. Additionally, ECR 

organisations have been formed in Asia and Australia also. In Europe under ECR Europe 

national ECR initiatives exists in most European countries. (Internet 3) Finnish ECR initiative 

called ECR Finland was established in 1996 (Ihanus 1998, 7).

The success of ECR lies perhaps in the fact that ECR provides for the first time a framework 

for mutually beneficial co-operation between retailers and manufacturers i.e. ECR provides a 

possibility for co-operation instead of traditional adversarial relationships between trading 

partners. The critics see ECR as just another nice abbreviation of the consulting firms to make 

money. While the optimists see ECR as a way to escape from the persistent ineffectiveness of 

the industry. In any case, ECR has relatively good changes in succeeding due to the great 

number of firms committed to its principles. (Finne & Kokkonen, 1998)

Basically, ECR is just a collection of already known methods from different areas adapted to 

suit the industry. Additionally, different methods are used integrally as a whole. An overview 

of the influences from different theories or concepts is presented in table 3.
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Table 3. Different concepts/theories from which ECR has gained influences

Total Quality Management (TQM)
• Customer as a starting point
• Removing all non-value adding from the operating practises/process 
Business Process Re-engineering (BPR)
• Radical changes in operating practises/ processes
• The use of the possibilités of information technology in business process re-engineering 
Supply Chain Management (SCM)
• The supply chain is viewed as a whole instead of traditional suboptimization
• The goal of decreasing stock levels in the whole supply chain
• Pursuing enhanced information flow in the supply chain by using information technology solutions 
Quick Response (QR)
• The use of real time point of sale(POS)-data in planning product replenishment
• Continuous replenishment based on demand data
• The use of demand data for planning new products 
Activity Based Management (ABM)
• The use of Activity Based Costing (ABC) to find out real costs and to plan activities 
Lean Management
• Removing all waste from the activities/ processes
• Focusing on core competencies and outsourcing other functions
• Co-operation between trading partners/subcontractors 
Partnership co-operation
• Development of traditional relationships into deeper co-operation
• The pursuit for mutually beneficial improvements by using all-inclusive thinking for the whole supply 

chain

Source: Finne & Kokkonen, 1998

3.1.2.2 Different ways to address the concept of ECR

ECR has three main focus areas; supply management, demand management and enabling 

technologies. These three focus areas are further divided into fourteen improvement concepts. 

This way to describe the main aspects of ECR was created by the ECR Europe, when 

developing the official ECR Europe Scorecard after the first official ECR Europe conference 

in Geneva in 1996. The purpose of this standardisation into three main focus areas was to 

bring some clarity into the confusing range of terminology that exists to supply different 

aspects of ECR. (Femie, 1998; Internet 4) This division is illustrated in figure 6.
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Figure 6. Three ECR main focus areas and 14 improvement concepts
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Another common way to address main focus areas in ECR movement is to divide ECR into 

four key strategies. These key strategies are: (1) efficient assortments, (2) efficient promotions, 

(3) efficient product introductions and (4) efficient replenishments (KSA 1996, 3). 

Analogically to division into three main focus areas, these four key strategies have different 

subimprovement concepts.

Above presented two methods to supply the different aspects of ECR are not exclusive. 

However, the division into three main focus areas can be seen to include all four key 

strategies. Moreover, the crucial importance of enabling technologies is not included into the 

four key strategies description of ECR. Earlier the four key strategies way to address ECR was
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more common, nowadays, a shift to use of three main focus areas is to be seen (Home, 1999). 

In this study the approach of three main focus areas is used.

3.1.3 The difference between Quick Response and Efficient Consumer Response 

In the literature the terms QR and ECR are often used synonymously. It can be difficult to 

make a clear distinction between the two terms as both address the use of information 

technology (POS-data and EDI) and logistical issues. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the 

differences between the two terms. The differences between the two terms are presented in the 

table 4. Additionally, later in the text author’s own view of the relation of QR and ECR is 

presented.

Table 4. Differences between Efficient Consumer Response and Quick Response

Quick Response Efficient Consumer Response 
(Supply Management)

Origin of Concept Apparel retailing/industry 
(fashion products)

Daily Consumer Goods 
retailing/industry

Problems to be solved Difficulties in predicting 
demand

Bullwhip/Forrester Effect 
Costs of manual labour 

+Demand side problems

Focus Supply issues Demand and supply issues

Matches (demand pattern) Innovative Functional

Opportunity for replenishment 
orders

Limited Continuous Replenishment

Focus of replenishment Effectiveness Cost efficiency

Source: Compiled by the author based on the literature studied.

First, Bernard! and Larsson (1995) state that ECR is the newer term and had been applied 

mainly in daily consumer goods markets. Whereas, QR as described earlier originates from 

apparel industry. Second, main problems to be solved in QR are difficulties in forecasting 

demand (causes lost sales and forced markdowns) while in ECR the main problems in supply 

side are too high inventories in the chain and bullwhip/Forrester effect caused by inadequate 

information flow. Third, in addition to focusing only on supply side as Quick Response does 

ECR focuses on demand side as well (demand management). Hence, ECR concept is more 

marketing oriented than QR, which primarily emphasises logistical issues (Bemardi & 

Larsson, 1995; Inkiläinen, 1998). Fourth, so as the problems to be solved are different so are
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the demand patterns for which the concepts best match; QR matches better with innovative 

demand patterns while ECR matches better with functional demand patterns. Fifth, the 

possibility of reordering in products with innovative demand type is often limited and the 

focus is on bringing the products to the market with shortest possible lead time, whereas in 

functional products the aim is to have as even and continuous product flow with as low costs 

as possible. Hence, QR often favours effectiveness of replenishment with less attention paid to 

costs of replenishment while ECR concentrates on cost efficiency. Nevertheless, both concepts 

seek to minimise total channel costs.

Additionally it has been argued that, QR covers the supply chain from retail store to raw 

material supplier (Bemardi & Larsson, 1995; Knill, 1997; Finne, 1998) whereas ECR covers 

the supply chain from retail store to manufacturer (Finne, 1998). However, nowadays the 

significance of raw material suppliers is issued also in ECR (Coopers & Lybrand, 1996). 

Nevertheless, it seems that this ECR-improvement concept (Integrated Suppliers) has often 

been neglected, despite accounting 30-50 percent of a product’s cost (Femie, 1998, 32). A 

study made in Finland supports Femie's argument, in the study the maturity position of six 

studied companies in Integrated suppliers improvement concept averaged 1,3 in ECR 

Scorecard scale (l=nothing done but plans developed, 2= early implementation). The study 

was made by student teams in the course Distribution Management at HSEBA in spring 1998 

(Home, 1998).

Quick Response and Efficient Consumer Response have also many similarities. Firstly, both 

stress the importance of partnerships between members of the channel secondly, the use of 

information technologies such as Point Of Sale data (POS) and Electronic Data Interchange 

(EDI) and thirdly, both emphasise logistical improvements although with different emphasis.

In the literature some confusion exists about the difference between the terms Quick Response 

and Efficient Consumer Response. Therefore, the author’s own view on the relationship of 

these two concepts is presented. In this study, the difference between the two terms is 

following: First, both terms are considered to be part of ECR supply management. Second, QR 

and Continuous Replenishment (CRP) are alternatives to each other. Depending on the 

demand characteristics of the product in question a QR or CRP approach can be used in 

managing the supply chain. QR approach matches better innovative demand characteristics,
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while CRP approach matches better functional demand characteristics. A more detailed 

analysis behind author’s view is presented in appendix A.

3.2 ECR Focus Areas and Improvement Concepts

In this section the three ECR focus areas and 14 improvement concepts presented earlier in 

Figure 6, are discussed. First, demand management improvement concepts are discussed. 

Within the demand management section the concept of category management is presented, 

even though category management is not a demand management improvement concept. 

Nevertheless, category management is closely related to the demand management focus area 

and it’s improvement concepts. Second, enabling technologies focus area s improvement 

concepts are presented. Finally, the improvement concepts of supply management focus area 

are presented.

3.2.1 Demand Management

Demand management covers those activities focused on improving the product offering to 

consumers (Internet 4). All joint projects between trading partners that cover product category 

business plans are part of demand management (Home 1998, 8) Specific demand management 

improvement concepts strive to optimise following aspects; assortment management, 

promotions, and product introductions. Furthermore, establishing the basic demand 

management infrastructure needed to perform and support above-mentioned processes is of 

vital importance in demand management. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 7-9 &32) Compared to 

current marketing and sales activities, the differentiating factor is that demand management 

addresses; first, shared understanding of needs of trading partners and of consumer 

expectations, second, the need of joint brand and retail marketing efforts and third, sharing of 

information in trusting environment (Coopers & Lybrand 1996,14).

3.2.1.1 Demand management improvement concepts

3.2.1.1.1 Optimise Assortments

The goal of this activity is to make product variety broad enough to satisfy consumers, while 

at the same time optimising inventory turnover and the productivity of retail space. (KSA, 

1993, C-3) This means eliminating poorly performing SKUs, improving location of others and 

possibly adding products that better fit category strategy. (Cooper & Lybrand, 1996, 62)
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Furthermore, shelf space allocation for products has to be considered to optimise assortments. 

(Home 1998, 11-12)

Pursuing the goal of efficient assortments requires understanding the role of category and 

category strategy. Efficient store assortments reflect the needs of consumers and therefore 

consumer and market data are important to better respond to these needs. Techniques such as 

POS-data analyses and market research provide this data. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 45, 62; 

Home 1998, 11-12)

3.2.1.1.2 Optimise Promotions

Promotions represent an average of 20% of product’s consumer price (Cooper & Lybrand 

1996, 45). However, many promotions fail and are considered as waste of resources. 

Additionally, complicated promotion deals and non-integrated promotions between suppliers 

and retailers make them costly and difficult to analyse. For example, there is not enough room 

for many promotion campaigns at the same time in retail store; therefore co-operation is 

required to have better location, resources and consumer attention for promotions. (Coopers & 

Lybrand 1996,45,63; Mecrastor Coopers & Lybrand 1997)

Optimise Promotions improvement concept focuses on efficiency and effectiveness of 

promotions both internally and together between supplier and retailer. Implementation of this 

concept can accrue significant savings if high promotion costs and failure rate of campaigns 

can be lowered. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 45,63; Mecrastor Coopers & Lybrand 1997)

3.2.1.1.3 Strategy and Capability

An effective demand management infrastructure is crucial to implement demand management. 

Without proper infrastructure sustained ECR- and demand management policy is impossible. 

This requires; firstly, top management commitment and secondly, organisational structures-, 

IT-systems- and measuring and reward systems that support demand management. Joint 

category panning of retailer and supplier is also addressed. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 60; 

Home 1998, 9)
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3.2.1.1.4 Optimise Introductions

The objective of this improvement concept is to reduce the cost of developing and introducing 

new products and to understand consumer needs better in order to reduce the number of new 

product failures. This goal is pursued by focusing on co-operation in new product 

development, product introduction and post-introduction evaluation. However, the inherent 

confidentiality surrounding new product introductions, growth of private labels and lack of 

trust between trading partners are significant barriers to success in this area. (Coopers & 

Lybrand 1996, 61)

3.2.1.2 Category Management

Category management is a retailer/supplier process in which product categories are managed 

as strategic business units and which produces enhanced business results by focusing on 

delivering consumer value. (Joint Industry Project 1994, vii, xix) Category Management is 

part of ECR; more precisely it is mainly oriented towards demand management improvement 

concept there exists, however, also links to Supply Management and Enabling Technologies 

improvement concepts.

Femie, 1998 has clarified this more precisely. It can be stated that three improvement 

concepts (efficient assortments, efficient promotions, efficient introductions) pertaining to 

demand management focus area establish a framework for Category Management. These 

improvement concepts are further linked to improvement concepts of the other two focus areas 

(Supply Management, Enabling Technologies). (Femie, 1998,33)

Category Management has two core components; (1) Strategy and (2) Business Process and 

four enabling components that support the implementation of category management; (1) 

scorecard, (2) organisational capabilities, (3) information technology and (4) collaborative 

relationships. (ECR Europe 1997)

Strategy component involves the organisation of the company and it’s functions by strategic 

business units, which are based on product categories. In other words strategy component 

involves those decisions a company has to do in order to be able to pursue Category 

Management. Company and departmental level strategies guide the setting of category 

strategies. Managing product categories as strategic business units provides retailer such
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benefits as; more efficient decision making, better defined areas of responsibility in 

organisation and better connections to consumers. (ECR Europe 1997)

Category management business process-component is a structured series of activities that are 

designed to implement category business plan (ECR Europe 1997). The eight-step process 

model illustrates this part of category management.

Figure 7. The eight-step process of ECR Category Management
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Category Definition: To determine the products that make 
up the category and its segmentation from the consumer's 
perspecticve
Category role: to develop and assign a role for the category 
based on a cross-category comparison considering consumer, 
market and retailer information
Category assesment: to conduct an analysis of the 
category's subcategories, segments etc., by reviewing 
concsumer, market, retailer and supplier information 
Category performance measures: to establish the 
category's performance measures and targets 
Category Strategies: to develop the marketing and product 
supply strategies that realise the category role and 
performance objectives
Category Tactics: to determine the optimal assortment, 
pricing, shelf presentation and promotion tactics that ensure 
the category strategies are implemented 
Plan Implementation: to implement the category business 
plan trough a specific schedule and list of responsibilities 
Category Review: to measure, monitor and modify the 
category business plan on a periodic basis.

Source: Femie, 1998, 33 and INTERNET 5

3.2.2 Enabling Technologies

Enabling technologies are those improvements which act as enablers for the other ECR 

improvement concepts (Internet 4). Enabling technologies focus area consists of four main 

improvement concepts: electronic data interchange (EDI), electronic funds transfer (EFT), 

item coding and database maintenance and activity based costing (ABC). The application of 

these concepts is essential for the successful implementation of ECR.
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3.2.2.1 Electronic Data interchange (EDI)

Electronic Data Interchange is the exchange of structured data in standardised message 

formats via electronic means between computer applications of trading partners. (Coopers & 

Lybrand 1996, 70). EDI is the most important enabler of Efficient Consumer Response. EDI 

allows demand-, promotion- and product information to be transmitted up and down in the 

supply chain. (Home 1998, 25) The use of EDI requires standardised message syntax 

(EDIFACT message), application interfaces at both partners and a communication medium 

such as value added network or Internet. For the full potential of EDI to be exploited 

integration into other computer systems is required to allow maximal amount of automatic 

processing. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 70)

According to Bowersox and Closs (1996) direct EDI benefits include (1) increased internal 

productivity, (2) improved channel relationships, (3) increased external productivity, (4) 

increased ability to compete internationally and (5) decreased operating cost. Furthermore, 

EDI impacts logistics operating costs by reducing labour and material costs associated with 

printing mailing and handling paper based transactions. Additionally, EDI reduces 

communication (telephone, fax) and clerical costs. (Bowersox & Closs 1996, 205)

3.2.2.2 Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)

Electronic funds transfer refers to the electronic exchange of information surrounding 

payments as part of business transactions. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 71) The goal of this 

improvement concept is to be able to take care of payments without manual work. This is 

possible by using EDI to send and receive invoices and by having electronic connections to 

banks to transmit payment information. Furthermore, payer and creditor should have advanced 

hanking systems that take care the control of accounts payable and receivable automatically as 

the transactions occur. (Finne & Kokkonen 1998, 59)

3.2.2.3 Item Coding and Database Maintenance

Unique, unambiguous and identifiable (scannable) article numbers across the supply chain are 

a prerequisite for Efficient Consumer Response. To maximise efficiency and effectiveness, 

trading partners need to ensure consistency of coding throughout the supply chain by keeping 

each other informed of any new or changed item codes, for example on promotional items. 

The coding of items serves three purposes; (1) capturing data easily at point of sale, (2)
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identification of shipments and (3) efficiency of information exchange via EDI and EFT 

messages. (Coopers & Lybrand, 1996, 72) In Europe EAN coding is used for products and 

EAN128 coding for pallets. For the maximum benefit from item coding product database have 

to be managed and shared between trading partners. (Mecrastor Coopers & Lybrand 1997)

3.2.2.4 Activity Based Costing (ABC)

Activity Based Costing (ABC) is a technique for assigning the direct and indirect costs of an 

organisation to the activities consuming the organisation’s resources and subsequently tracing 

the costs of performing these activities to the products, customers, or distribution channels 

consuming the activities. (Cooper 1988) ABC allows more accurate tracing of costs of 

products, customers or distribution channels than traditional accounting methods.

The use of Activity based costing is necessary as ECR changes ways of working and, hence, 

also the balance of costs. The use of ABC in such situation and sharing cost information 

between trading partners allows them to negotiate fair distribution of cost increases and 

savings. Another aspect that makes ABC important from ECR point of view is that as in 

Category Management product categories are managed as small business units it is necessary 

to know what are the real costs from shared operations such as logistics, product development 

or promotions. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 73)

3.2.3 Supply Management

Supply management covers a number of initiatives designed to improve the flow of product 

through the supply chain (Internet 4). The main aspects of these initiatives are presented in this 

section.

3.2.3.1 Automated store ordering

The final goal of this initiative is to achieve automated store ordering, which is based on bar 

coding and sophisticated demand forecasts. In other words the aim is to have a system which 

makes retail store orders without any manual intervention The system also takes into account 

shifts in actual demand and regular patterns like different demand on different weekdays. 

(Mecrastor Coopers & Lybrand, 1997)
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Automated store ordering saves human labour and frees employees to more important tasks. 

Additionally it eliminates the possibility of human error in ordering. There exists also some 

difficulties in implementing automated store ordering. Firstly, proper functioning of the 

system depends on correct stock levels in the system. Secondly, unexplained stock losses can 

not be registered by POS-systems. Thirdly, seasonal changes and changes caused by 

promotional activities are difficult to include in the system. For example promotional 

campaign in one product group may influence also other product groups. It can be concluded 

that automated store ordering is most beneficial to implement in product groups that have 

stable demand without any big seasonal or other random variation in demand. (Finne & 

Kokkonen 1998)

3.2.3.2 Continuous replenishment (CRP)

In this section, Continuous replenishment and Quick Response are reviewed. Continuous 

replenishment is better matched with cost efficient supply chain and functional products, while 

Quick response is better matched for responsive supply chain and innovative products.

Continuous replenishment

In this initiative the focus is on developing co-operation in the entire supply chain to conduct 

replenishment based on synthesis of Point Of Sale (POS) data and demand forecasts. By 

implementing continuous replenishment retail stock level can be lowered and demand 

situation for supplier can be made more predictable. (Mecrastor Coopers & Lybrand, 1997) i.e. 

the effect of bullwhip effect can be reduced. CRP programs reduce inventory levels and 

operating costs by having products delivered on a frequent as needed basis.

In continuous replenishment programs electronic data interchange (EDI) is essential. It allows 

orders and demand information to flow all the way from retail store to manufacturer. This 

allows smooth and predictable product movement in the supply chain. In CRP goods are 

delivered more often but in smaller quantities. This can be achieved without increasing 

number of deliveries by having smaller quantities of many goods in one shipment. Hence, 

cross docking is a technique used to facilitate continuous replenishment.

Quick Response

In Quick Response, the focus is also in co-operation and use of POS-data to better match 

supply with demand. However, the problems which QR tries to solve are different and hence,
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the methods also. Ideally, in QR manufacturer has buffer stock of non-finished products, 

which are rapidly finished and distributed based on retail sales. In QR process information 

sharing is essential to reduce uncertainty for the whole supply chain and to provide 

opportunity for maximum flexibility. With fast dependable order response, inventory can be 

committed as required resulting in increased turnover and improved availability i.e. while 

Continuous Replenishment aims at replenishing stores regularly and with very short intervals, 

QR is focused on replenishing the store when needed committing the stock as needed. 

Additionally, in Quick Response environments the possibility of replenishment may be limited 

while demand is uncertain. In such situations the cost of investing in increased flexibility is 

smaller than the economic gain from the possibility of committing the stock later. (Bowersox 

& Closs, 1996, 492-493)

3.2.3.3 Cross docking

Cross Docking is a distribution system in which merchandise received at a warehouse or 

distribution center is not put away but immediately prepared for shipment to retail stores (ECR 

Europe 1996). Cross Docking eliminates put-away, storage and selection operations and it can 

therefore significantly reduce distribution costs (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 66). Furthermore, 

cross docking of shipments of several manufacturers reduces the number of trucks unloading 

in retail stores and hence, saves time of employees to more valuable tasks (Finne & Kokkonen 

1998, 114). Cross docking can be implemented on three levels: Cross docking of full pallets, 

cross docking of cases and cross docking of pre-sorted pallets, which means that manufacturer 

has already sorted out pallets to be store ready for individual stores. (Coopers & Lybrand 

1996, 66) Cross docking requires that supplier can fulfil three qualifications, short order to 

delivery lead time, reliable deliveries and excellent service level (Finne & Kokkonen 1998, 

115).

3.2.3.4 Synchronised production

Synchronisation of production to actual consumer demand can significantly increase 

responsiveness and service levels while reducing pipeline inventory levels and costs. Order 

lead times should be shortened to improve forecast accuracy. One way to do this is to base 

orders on POS-data. Additional change to facilitate synchronised production is to increase the 

sequence interval by which a product is produced. This requires methods to drive down 

changeover costs and time. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 67) Therefore, for the suppliers an
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essential task is to invest in technology and production methods that drive down changeover 

costs (Finne & Kokkonen 1998,117)

3.2.3.5 Reliable operations

The concept of reliable operations is focused on two areas: process reliability and delivery 

reliability. Process reliability is defined as the ability to consistently produce as required. 

Process reliability is important because; (1) it is used to determine production capacity, (2) it 

has a significant impact on customer service, (3) it is a key component to developing a 

demand-based production run strategy. Delivery reliability addresses order fill rates and on- 

time deliveries. For the purpose of executing ECR-policies it is important to have reliable 

operations. However, it is of equal importance or more important to have consistent reliability 

to pursue ECR goals. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 68)

3.2.3.6 Integrated suppliers

Packaging and ingredients often account for 30% to 50% of total costs of grocery industry 

products. Thereby, in the ECR process suppliers can not be ignored. Integrated suppliers 

improvement concept has according to European value chain analysis the greatest potential for 

cost reductions. Creating partnerships between manufacturers and suppliers is the key to 

successful supplier integration. (Coopers & Lybrand 1996, 69)

The key to successful partnering is to facilitate information flow by integrating business 

processes between manufacturer and supplier. In short it is necessary that instead of contacts 

just between buying and sales there should be co-operation between all departments. Like in 

ECR implementation in general, supplier partnering can not be done with all suppliers but only 

with few key suppliers. Important tools that support supplier integration are continuous 

replenishment, cross docking, synchronised production and reliable operations. (Coopers & 

Lybrand 1996, 69)

3.2.4 Current ECR Maturity Position of Finnish Companies

In spring 1998 a study on current ECR maturity position of Finnish firms was made in the 

course of Distribution Management at HSEBA. The results of this study were published in a 

recently published book (Home 1998a, 7-33). In the evaluation the European ECR scorecard
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was used. In the study Demand management situation was evaluated in ten companies and the 

supply management situation in seven companies. Enabling technologies maturity position 

was evaluated in 17 companies. Even though the number of studied firms is limited and the 

results of individual companies depend on individual judgement, the results still provide an 

estimate of the current stage of Finnish firms. However, it should be noted that most of the 

firms studied are quite large and probably more advanced than the total population.

In the study 16 improvement concepts were measured by 36 variables. The evaluation is made 

on following five point scale: 0 = nothing done, no plans; 1= nothing done but plans 

developed; 2= early implementation; 3= further implementation and 4= fully implemented. 

Average scores from the study are presented in the tables 5, 6 and 7.

Table 5. Average scores of improvement concepts of demand management (N=10)

Establish infrastructure (Strategy & capabilities) 2.3

Optimise assortments 2.6

Optimise promotions (internal) 2.3

Optimise promotions (jointly) 2.3

Optimise introductions (internal) 1.8

Optimise introductions (jointly) 1.6

Table 6. Average scores of improvement concepts of supply management (N=8)

Automated store ordering (N=2) 1.8

Continuous replenishment 1.0

Cross docking 2.9

Synchronised production 2.5

Reliable operations (product line reliability, delivery reliability-manufacturer to 
customer)

2.6

Integrated suppliers (N=6) 1.3
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Table 7. Average scores of improvement concepts of enabling technologies (N=17)

Electronic data interchange 2.4

Electronic funds transfer 3.6

Item coding and database maintenance 2.0

Activity based costing 1.2

From the results it can be seen that ECR application has already proceeded to early 

implementation in most companies. Based on the relatively high score in demand management 

strategy & capability it is clear that ECR has management support. In many areas ECR 

implementation has already passed pilot trial phase and is becoming an established part of 

everyday business. Such areas are many areas of supply management, optimisation of 

assortments, electronic funds transfer and electronic data interchange (EDI). The high score in 

electronic funds transfer can be seen as a natural outcome from technological progressiveness 

of Finland rather than as a result of determined ECR application effort. Furthermore, it seems 

that most progress has been achieved in improvement concepts that can be applied with 

company internal efforts or with little co-operation with trading partners. Therefore, the 

significance of co-operation and partnering is increasing as the further application of ECR 

requires more intensive co-operation. Another area, where ECR application is rather advanced 

is supply management, which typically is the area, where ECR application starts. However, 

supply management concepts automated store ordering and continuous replenishment have not 

yet been pursued to a large extent. This is natural, as these improvement concepts require other 

ECR improvement concepts to be applied already. For example automated store ordering 

requires advanced forecasting, EDI, reliable operations and POS-data systems. In enabling 

technologies, it is noteworthy that activity based costing (ABC) lacks behind in 

implementation. This is likely to be due to the fact that companies feel АВС-application is 

difficult and requires extensive resources to trace activity costs. Nevertheless, activity based 

costing is a cornerstone in applying ECR, without correct information it is difficult to split 

costs fairly, when developing ECR in co-operation with other organisations. Moreover, even 

within the company it is necessary to know the real costs of operations in order to be able to 

improve operations and make correct decisions.
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3.3 Category Performance Measures

Levy and Weitz (1998, 221) differentiate retailer’s performance measures by organisational 

level and by the resources a manager controls. They have identified three levels; (1) Corporate 

(measures the entire corporation), (2) Merchandise management (measures a merchandise 

category) and (3) Store operations (measures for a store or department within a store). In this 

section the focus is on the second level- category measures.

Levy and Weitz (1998) further break down retailer's performance measures into three types: 

output measures, input measures and productivity measures. Input measures assess the amount 

of resources or money used by the retailer to achieve outputs. These inputs are used by the 

retailer to generate sales and profits. Output measures assess the results of retailer's investment 

decisions. A productivity measure (the ratio on an output to an input) determines how 

effectively a retailer uses a resource. (Levy & Weitz 1998, 220,221) Levy and Weitz' focus 

their discussion into productivity measures and their components. From category management 

viewpoint, a broader view of performance measures can be used. This kind of holistic view on 

category performance measures has been presented in 2nd Official ECR Europe Conference by 

Toja et al. (1997).

According to Toja et al. (1997), the performance of a category can be measured on four 

different dimensions of measures; (1) Consumer measures, (2) Market measures, (3) 

Productivity measures and (4) Financial measures. These measures are presented in figure 8. 

The four dimensions in the figure 8 are examples and can be different in different categories. 

Hence, more important than individual measures for the category performance measurement is 

to follow the principles of performance measurement and to ensure that measures from each of 

the four dimensions are used. According to these principles, performance measures should be; 

accurate, clear, timely, balanced, standardised, measure total performance and be consistent 

with strategy. Additionally, each measure should always have a target level as well. (Toja et 

al., 1997).
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Figure 8. Category Performance Measures

Consumer
• Average transaction
• Household penetration
• Consumer loyalty

Market
• Market share
• Market share P/L
• Market growth

Financial
• Category turnover
• Turnover growth
• Gross margin
• Gross margin (%)

Productivity
• Days in stock
• GMROI
• Service level to retailer
• Service level to consumer

Source: Toja et al. (1997)

3.4 Theoretical framework of the study

In this section theoretical framework of the study is presented.

In the study’s first chapter the research question of the study was stated as follows: “How can 

ECR supply management improve speciality goods retailing?”. Based on this research 

question in the study’s second chapter first, speciality goods retailing in Finland and especially 

fashion goods retailing was reviewed. Second, product demand characteristics and their 

relation to required supply chain qualities was discussed. Additionally, the concept of supply 

chain was defined. In the third chapter, the concept of Efficient Consumer Response was 

introduced. Furthermore, retail performance indicators that can be used for evaluating category 

situation were presented.

Based on the discussions of Fisher (1997) and Finne (1998) demand characteristics of the 

category studied in this study will be defined in the empirical part. Furthermore, applicability 

of ECR supply management for the different demand classes found will be studied in the 

empirical part of the study. On next page a theoretical framework for applying ECR supply 

management by demand characteristics of speciality goods is presented in figure 9.
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The framework of the study shows visually the research task of the study; how Efficient 

Consumer Response Supply Management focus area’s improvement concepts can be applied 

to a specific category and its demand classes and are the results generalisable to other 

categories with similar demand characteristics. Below, the figure and its elements are 

discussed in more detail.

ECR- Supply Management; is one of the three ECR focus areas. It includes following 

improvement concepts; integrated suppliers, reliable operations, synchronised production, 

continuous replenishment, cross docking and automated store ordering. Nevertheless, due to 

the fact that in ECR the three focus areas are used integrally, also the other two focus areas 

(demand management and enabling technologies) are included under the label supply 

management from the part their implementation is a prerequisite for the supply management 

success in the studied category.

Speciality goods product categories are all the categories that belong under speciality goods 

definition on the basis of Finnish definition of the term.

Demand Characteristics signifies the two theories, Fisher (1997) and Finne (1998), by which 

the products can be classified according to their demand characteristics. These theories are 

used to classify the existing demand pattem/pattems in the category.

Applicability is the degree to which ECR- supply management improvement concepts are 

useful in certain category and the means how they can be applied in practise in that category.

Generalisability; this term in the framework means the degree to which the applicability of the 

ECR- Supply Management concepts in the studied category can be generalised for other 

speciality goods categories as well.
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4 Methodology

In the theoretical part of the study, speciality goods retailing, product classifications according 

to demand characteristics and the concept of Efficient Consumer Response, especially it’s 

supply aspects were discussed. Based on that information the theoretical framework of the 

study was created. The purpose of the theoretical part was to become familiar with speciality 

goods retailing and the relatively new concept to improve marketing channel performance - 

ECR. The purpose of the empirical part is to study how ECR can be applied into specific 

demand types in speciality goods sector. The empirical study will be conducted in one 

hypermarket store chain. First, the current operation practises are presented. Second, the 

demand patterns within product category are examined. Third, recommendations for ECR 

application in the demand classes are presented, as well as the potential problems in ECR 

application. Fourth, the generalisability of results for other categories with same demand 

characteristics are discussed.

4.1 Research Method

In this study the empirical part will be a qualitative single case study of constructive nature. 

According to Olkkonen 1991, one research paradigm alone can seldom be followed. Rather a 

mixture of different paradigms is usually applied in the business and management sciences. 

This is the case in this research as well. Whereas constructive research has normative 

background (Kasanen et al. 1991) in this study also descriptive-analytical elements 

(description of case companies and current operation practises) can be found.

The study will use qualitative approach as ECR application into speciality goods retailing has 

been studied very little and secondly, the application of ECR into speciality goods is only yet 

beginning, therefore no quantitative approach was possible. However, quantitative approach is 

possible, when analysing company internal processes. Fort that part quantitative data is used.

The use of single case in this study is justified by the fact that studying the application of a 

theory into a new field (speciality goods) requires more in depth analysis, and therefore, as 

stated by Yin (1994, 45) also, conducting a multiple case study would require extensive 

resources and time beyond the means of a single investigator. According to Yin (1994, 38) 

when extending a theory, a single case study may be used.
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A case study is a proper method of research, when how or why questions are asked. 

Furthermore, a case study is an empirical inquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomena 

within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomena and context 

are not clearly evident, and in which multiple sources of evidence are used. (Yin 1994, 13)

In constructive research, the problem is bound up with previous knowledge and theories, and 

the novelty and applicability of the new construction is also demonstrated. Additionally, 

constructive research can be described as a creative, innovative and heuristic process. 

(Kasanen et al. 1991) To conclude constructive research emerges from real-world business 

problem and aims at, on a normative basis, finding methods for solving the problem. 

Constructive Research includes the following six steps:

1. Problem formulation

2. Studying the problem area (pre-knowledge)

3. Innovative step; construction of new model

4. Proving model’s applicability to real world situations

5. Establishing relationships to the theoretical background and evaluation of the model’s 

contribution to the theory in concern

6. Discussion of the model’s general applicability

In this study, the first three steps are performed in the theoretical part of the thesis. Steps four 

to six are conducted in the empirical part of the study.

4.2 Collection of Data

According to Patton (1990,10) qualitative data consists of three kinds of data collection: (1) in 

depth, open ended interviews; (2) direct observation; and (3) written documents. In this study 

especially the first and third methods were used. A little observation was used as well. In other 

words, the data for the study was collected mainly from open-ended interviews, company 

documents, booklets and brochures. Also some observation was made in the form of informal 

visits to stores.

Altogether six interviews were made for this study. The interviewees were located in supplier 

company, stores and the central steering unit of the chain.
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4.2.1 Description of Interview Situations

According to (Yin 1994, 84) most commonly case study interviews are of an open-ended 

nature. In this study focused open-ended interviews were used. An interview guide was 

composed for three interviews. The interview guides are enclosed in appendix B. Average 

duration of the three interviews was 1,5 hours. Average duration for other 3 interviews was 0,5 

horns. All interviews were recorded and then typed out to be analysed and stored for recheck. 

Also some hand-written notes were taken in the interviews, these notes were similarly stored 

for analysis and recheck.

4.2.2 Selection of interviewees

The interviewees were selected from different parts of the category business in order to ensure 

multiple viewpoints and to increase the reliability and validity of the study. The selection of 

interviewees was made together with the speciality goods department development manager 

Tuomas Kokkonen. Additionally, one interviewee was selected based on the clues from 

previous interviewee.

4.3 Data Analysis

The data analysis was done as follows; first, the current operating practises and its problems 

were described and demand classes within the category were identified, second, it was 

analysed how ECR concepts could be applied into demand classes within the ECR framework. 

Additionally, the differences between domestic and foreign suppliers were recognised in this 

phase.

4.4 Validity and Reliability

In this section validity and reliability of the study will be briefly discussed.

Construct Validity means establishing correct operational measures for the concepts being 

studied (Yin 1989:40). This test is problematic in case study research. The author has tried to 

improve construct validity of this study by using multiple sources of evidence. Additionally, 

the data gathered in interviews has been confirmed by letting the persons interviewed read and
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comment the interview notes afterwards. Furthermore, development manager of the chain has 

made a preliminary examination of the case in order to eliminate possible errors and 

misunderstandings and to improve validity.

Internal Validity means establishing a causal relationship, whereby certain conditions are 

shown to lead to other conditions, as distinguished from spurious relationships. This test is 

necessary only in causal (or explanatory) case studies in which an investigator is trying to 

determine whether event x led to event y. (Yin 1994, 35)

External Validity means establishing the domain to which a study’s findings can be 

generalised (Yin 1994, 35). Earlier presented framework for product classes according to 

demand characteristics provides a basis for generalising the findings of this case into other 

areas. Nevertheless, it should be remembered that the results of this study are as such tied into 

the category and the structure of industry. Hence, the less detailed the suggestions made the 

more generalisable they are.

Reliability means demonstrating that the operations of a study — such as the data collection 

procedures - can be repeated, with the same results. The goal of reliability is to minimise the 

errors and biases in a study. (Yin 1994, 33, 36,37) The reliability of the study was increased by 

interviewing persons in different levels of the organisation as well as suppliers. Additionally, 

the interviews were tape recorded and afterwards computer-typed to decrease the randomness 

in data collection. To further improve reliability in this study all the written material about the 

case company and the supplier companies, as well as the computer typed interviews and 

recorded interview tapes and document analysis were stored in organised manner.
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5 Empirical Study

The Empirical part of the thesis is conducted by order of Ketjuetu Oy for Euromarket/Maxi 

chain. Focus of the work is on speciality goods and especially on fashion & clothing product 

category tights. In this chapter, first an overview of Euromarket/Maxi chain and the suppliers 

in the studied category is presented. Second, the demand patterns within the category tights are 

examined. Third, current operating practises are reviewed and fourth, recommendations for 

Efficient Consumer Response application into the demand classes within the category studied 

are presented.

5.1 Overview of case company and suppliers

In this section, the purpose is to present the case company, and the suppliers in the category 

tights.

5.1.1 Case Company - Euromarket/Maxi-Chain

5.1.1.1 Background

The two co-operatives Tradeka and Elanto are partners. They operate joint retail operations 

through centralised support organisation Ketjuetu Ltd. Retail operations are organised through 

three national, multiple retail chains: Siwa, Valintatalo and Euromarket/Maxi. The market is 

divided between the two co-operatives in the following way: Elanto owns all stores in greater 

Helsinki area and Tradeka owns all stores in the rest of the country and abroad. The two co

operatives have co-operation also in other areas of business. Recently, there has been some 

discussion about possible merger of the co-operatives. The ownership structure of 

Euromarket/Maxi chain is illustrated in figure 10 below.
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Figure 10. Ownership structure of Euromarket/Maxi chain

Restel Ltd.

Ketjuetu Ltd.

Tradeka Ltd.

Tradeka
International

Tradeka Group Ltd.
Elannon

vähittäiskauppa Ltd.

Euromarket/ 
Maxi Chain

Siwa Chain Valintatalo
Chain

Source: Kehittyvä Kauppa, 5/1998, 21.

Ketjuetu the central steering and buying unit for Siwa, Valintatalo and Euromarket/Maxi 

chains is relatively advanced in ECR implementation in Finland, particularly in the daily 

consumer goods sector. According to the company the key issues when developing operations 

are and will continue to be in increasing focus on orientation to demand and customers. 

Ketjuetu has already implemented category manager organisation in its chains and is at the 

moment well underway in modernising and uniformising its IT infrastructure. By completion 

of this project new programs developed for product management, pricing and ordering will be 

operationalised. Aim of the project is to have same programs and same hardware in all 

locations of all chains. However, the changes in systems and work methods are so thorough 

that full benefit will not be achieved from them until the year 2000.

5.1.1.2 Euromarket/Maxi Chain

Euromarket and Maxi stores are hypermarkets, usually situated on city outskirts. The stores 

have sales area of 4000-10,000 m2 and a selection of 18,000 different products (up to 25,000 

in the biggest stores). The chain includes 24 hypermarkets, of which Tradeka owns 21 and 

Elanto Retail Sales Ltd owns 3. The whole chain has a turnover of FIM 2.1 billion.
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Figure 11. Organisation of the Euromarket/Maxi Chain

Organisation of the Euromarket/Maxi Chain

Source: Internet 6

Figure 11 presents the organisation of the chain. The chain is divided into marketing 

department, Euromarket and Maxi field operations departments and daily consumer goods and 

speciality goods departments. The task of the marketing department is to take care of 

marketing communications. Field operations departments are responsible for the department 

stores i.e. under the supervision of these departments work the store managers and other store 

personnel. Daily consumer goods and speciality goods in the steering imit of Euromarket/Maxi 

chain are organised by product categories. Every product category has category manager, who 

manages his/her category together with category assistant. Although Ketjuetu is advanced in 

ECR implementation, speciality goods are an area, where the development is just beginning. 

This together with new information technology that enables accurate and timely sales data 

gathering opens interesting development possibilities in speciality goods. Nevertheless, due to 

the scale of these tasks the depth of the study would be compromised if the focus would be on 

all fashion and clothing product categories. Hence, focus will be on tights product category.

5.1.1.3 Category Manager organisation

As mentioned earlier Ketjuetu has implemented Category Manager organisation. In Ketjuetu 

Category Managers are called Product Managers. They, however, have highly similar 

responsibilities to Category Managers as defined in ECR literature.

Speciality goods product managers are usually responsible of more than one related product 

groups. They conduct planning and follow up in their product groups. Additionally, they 

manage sales, buying and contacts to department heads in stores. This means that they are able 

to independently decide on assortments, buying terms, pricing and to some extent suppliers.
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They furthermore, determine the used transport mode, terms of delivery and desired safety 

stock levels. In short, product managers are in charge of the success of their product groups.

In daily consumer goods organisation the responsibilities of product managers differ from 

their counterparts in speciality goods area. This is due to the fact that the company Inex 

Partners has responsibility for buying, transport and search of new of products in daily 

consumer goods area. Nonetheless, product managers still make the decision which products 

from Inex' assortment to take into assortment in their chains. Inex also takes care of logistics 

from manufacturers to stores in most daily consumer goods categories.

5.1.2 Overview of suppliers

The purpose of this section is to present shortly suppliers for the category tights. Suppliers to 

the category are divided into two segments: domestic supplier-Finnwear and foreign suppliers 

of private label brands. Because of confidentiality of the information, not all the information 

can be presented. However, for the purpose of this study all relevant information will be 

presented.

5.1.2.1 Finnwear-company overview

In the domestic side the only supplier of tights is Finnwear. Finnwear is the only large 

producer of tights in the Nordic region. The company turnover in 1998 was FIM 454,3 

Million. The company employed 2079 employees in the Nordic market, Russia, Baltic States 

and Germany. The company has three related business areas; Hosiery, Knitwear and Private 

Label production.

In tights Finnwear has strong brands, however, the company produces and sells also Private 

Label products. Finnwear's brands in Tights in Finland are;

• Norlyn- domestic market leader with 23% market share

• Elli- smaller domestic brand with 3,5% market share

• Amar- Finnwear's third domestic brand with 6,6% market share

• Vogue- Nordic higher class brand with 1,2% market share in Finland and

• DIM- a French brand represented in Finland by Finnwear, 1,7% market share 

->Finnwear's brands have a 42 % market share in Finland. (Source for market share 

information: Finnwear)
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Above presented brands are sold in Russia and the Baltic States also, figures from those 

markets are not presented here. Additionally, it should be remembered that presented market 

share figures are not exact, but still are the best available. Finnwear produces most of the 

tights it sells in Tornio, Finland. In 1998 Finnwear manufactured 15 million pairs of 

pantyhoses in Tornio factory. The production consisted both own brands and to a smaller part 

private label brands such as Millie, Miss Ann, Oodi and Laffam. Part of the products, mostly 

private label products and seasonal products are imported. Additionally, the company markets 

DIM a French brand in Finland. Due to the strong brands and strong market position 

company’s products are sold in most leading department stores and bigger retail chains.

Euromarket/Maxi- chain has in its assortment following Finnwear brands; Norlyn, Elli, Amar, 

DIM and Vogue. However, not all stores have all the brands in their assortment. Euromarkets, 

which typically are smaller units, have only Norlyn and Maxis and bigger Euromarkets may 

have more brands depending on available space.

5.1.2.2 Foreign suppliers- overview

At the moment foreign suppliers are located in Italy and Portugal. In general the suppliers in 

Italy are much bigger than their counterparts in Portugal, where a almost family business type 

of manufacturing is common. All foreign suppliers supply private label products for Tradeka's 

Day Line Brand. However, they also have own label products. At the moment Tradeka's 

strategy is to have one primary supplier for one type of product and other supplier in reserve in 

case of delivery troubles or other difficulties. The market share of Tradeka's Day Line brand is 

approximately two percent. The market share of the Day Line brand has remained rather stable 

over past two years, whereas the market share of private label brands on average has been 

decreased lately.

5.2 Product classes according to demand characteristics

In this section, different demand classes according to demand characteristics in the product 

category tights are identified. It should be noted, that in this section the product group is 

treated as a whole, and no reference to operations of Euromarket/Maxi chain are made in order 

to achieve right classifications for the product group as a whole. In section 1.2 two models of 

product classes according to demand characteristics were presented. The model of Fisher 1997 

and the framework presented in thesis of Finne 1998. Based on these models, the situation of
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tights product category is analysed in this section. The analysis is done as follows; first the 

general characteristics of the category are discussed and initial differentiation into classes is 

made based on Fisher’s dichotomy. Second, the initial classes identified are further analysed 

by using Finne's framework.

5.2.1 General

Tights as a product category belong in speciality goods into clothing sector. A wide variety of 

different shops sell tights, they are sold in daily consumer goods stores, department stores as 

well as in speciality shops such as clothing or underwear shops or even service stations. 

According to Finnwear, the yearly demand on tights in Finland is approximately FIM 239 

million or 22,3 million pairs. Additionally, on average every Finnish woman consumes 16 

pairs of tights per year. Biggest supplier in the category in Finland is Finnwear with 

approximately 40 percent market share. Most big wholesalers have also their own private label 

brands. For example Kesko has Millie and Tradeka has Day Line.

5.2.2 Analysis based on Fisher’s dichotomy

In the interviews it became obvious that two demand classes exist within the tights category- 

seasonal and basic products. Seasonal products are products that are sold only during one 

season, while basic products are sold over several seasons. According to interviewees, 

seasonal products make up 30 percent of the total category sales, while basic products make 

up 70 percent of the total sales. The nature of demand of these two classes is reviewed below 

based on Fishers dichotomy.

Aspects of demand; seasonal products have unpredictable demand due to the short selling 

period and volatile demand. Additionally, there exists no previous demand data of models 

exactly the same as current models, which makes forecasting even more difficult. Hence, 

seasonal products fulfil the definition of fashion product market by Christopher and Peck 

(1997) presented in section 2.1.3.

Basic products have slightly more predictable demand than seasonal products. Demand on 

basic products fluctuates based on time of the year and weather, also fashion has an effect on 

demand of different colours of basic tights. The yearly fluctuations in demand of basic tights 

occur approximately same time of the year every year and are therefore easy to predict. For 

instance, in the autumn thicker tights are demanded than in the spring time. Similarly in the
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autumn the emphasis of demand is on darker colours, whereas in the spring the demand of 

lighter colours grows. Nevertheless, even though it is easy to predict, that in the autumn darker 

colours and thicker tights are demanded, it can not be predicted, when the change takes place, 

it depend on vagaries of weather. Additionally, even though the pattern of demand is 

approximately the same every year, the total level of sales depends on weather. For example, 

in summer 1998 was cold and therefore the demand for tights was high whereas the summer 

1999 was hot which caused low sales of tights. Therefore, it can be concluded that demand of 

basic products can not be predicted accurately, however, as previous sales data exist, it may be 

possible to develop a model for forecasting the demand on a rough level.

Generally, within the year two months have peak demand- May and late November- early 

December, while in the other times the demand in the category is quite stable. Still, within the 

year there is differences in the structure of demand, in the times of peak demand more 

fashionable and higher quality tights are demanded i.e. seasonal products, while at the same 

time there is much smaller increase in the demand of basic tights. Therefore, it can be said, 

that at the peak times the demand pair-wise is not much higher than normally, but the value of 

purchases is much higher.

Product life cycle; in tights' market there is two six months long seasons; spring and autumn. 

Seasonal products' life cycle is only six months. Basic products have longer life cycles; they 

are at least years sometimes even ten to fifteen years or longer. Nevertheless, as mentioned 

above part of the basic products have different colours for the spring and autumn seasons. The 

interviewees did not know the exact percentage of products that have different colours for 

different seasons. However, they estimated that the amount of 30% for seasonal products 

would not increase much from that figure if the number of basic products with seasonally 

changing colours were added to the figure.

Contribution margin; generally, gross contribution margin in seasonal products is higher 

compared to basic products. No exact figures can be presented here due to delicate nature of 

this issue for the firms interviewed. Additionally, contribution margin could only be calculated 

by gross contribution. АВС-costing or other advanced techniques for evaluating net 

contribution of products were not yet in place in the interviewed firms. Larsson (1991, 85) 

calculated an average gross contribution margin of Swedish retailers in category women’s
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clothing to be approximately 39 percent. It can be stated that the gross contribution margin for 

both basic and seasonal products is on average in the same range as argued by Larsson.

Product variety, the number of different SKUs in the product category is relatively high, there 

exists a multitude of different product variations in the market (sizes, colours, models, 

densities). One large department store may have up to 500 different product variations in it’s 

assortment. The amount of product variations is high in both classes- seasonal and basic.

Average margin of error in the forecast at the time production is committed; average forecast 

error is higher on the part of seasonal products compared to basic products. Again no exact 

figures were available, however, the interviewees had a clear opinion about this. Higher 

forecast error of seasonal products is based on the fact that all or majority of production has to 

be committed before the season. Additionally, the lack of earlier sales data for each of the 

items makes forecasting more difficult. Conversely to seasonal products, basic products can be 

produced in several batches during the year with years of earlier sales data. Additionally, the 

production process of tights allows producing colourless intermediate products in stock, and 

afterwards to colour and pack them by demand. This procedure partly helps to reduce forecast 

error in seasonal products also.

Average stockout rate; according to interviewees the stockout rate is higher on seasonal 

products whereby basic products have lower rate. This is due to the fact that seasonal product 

often require forward buying with no replenishment possibility.

Average forced end-of-season markdown as percentage of full price; in seasonal products 

markdowns are typically not used before end of the season. When markdowns are used, 

typical markdown percentage is usually high. This is due to the fact that after the season a 

fully seasonal product has no value. The figures on the portion of end of the season 

markdowns of seasonal products compared to the total sales in the category were not available. 

In basic products typically no markdowns are used with the exception of those products that 

have different colours for different season and are unsold at time when change to new colours 

for the coming season occurs. Nevertheless, the amount of these markdowns is fairly low.

Lead time required for made to order product; no generalisable estimate for this component 

could be made based on the interviews and material on hand.
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As mentioned above two demand classes can be identified within the category; seasonal 

products and basic products. Based on above analysis, seasonal products are clearly of 

innovative nature, while basic products have characteristics of both types innovative and 

functional. Due to the fact that basic products have large variety and the demand depends on 

weather conditions, it can be stated that also basic products have slightly more innovative 

aspects than functional. The above analysis is further illustrated in table 8. In the table an 

alphabet is placed on either of the shells based on the characteristics of that class, in the table 

В is equal to basic products and S is equal to seasonal products. Additionally, a question mark 

(?) is placed on the shells from which no data or estimate could be obtained. The original 

comments of Fisher (1997) are underlined, whereas authors own comments are written on 

italic.

Table 8. Seasonal and Basic products in Fisher’s dichotomy of Innovative and Functional 

products

Functional Innovative

Aspects of demand Predictable Unpredictable
S,B

Product life cycle More than 2 vears
B- often 10 to 15 years

2 months to 1 vear
S- six months

B- on smaller part of the products 
colours change twice a year (spring 

and autumn colours)

Contribution margin 5% to 20% 20% to 60%
S, B- seasonal products have higher 

gross contribution margin

Product variety Low П0 to 20 variants Der Hieh toften millions of variants oer
category) category)

B, S- hundreds
Average margin of error in 

the forecast at the time 
production is committed

10%
?

40% to 100%
?

Average stockout rate 1% to 2%
В

10% to 40%
S

Average forced end-of-season 
markdown as percentage of 

full price

0%
В

10% to 25%
S- 50% sometimes 70%

Lead time required for made 
to order product

6 months to 1 vear
?

1 dav to 2 weeks
?

Source: Adapted from Fisher 1997
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5.2.3 Further analysis by Finne's framework

Here the aim is to further focus the demand classification of products by using Finne's 

framework.For the basis of that analysis, it is necessary to present different ways tights can be 

supplied into retail store. Different alternatives are presented in figure 12.

Figure 12. Different channel alternatives for tights

Supplier Retailer

Source: Compiled by the author

As the above figure shows, tights can be supplied to retail store by using several options, these 

options are;

(1) direct delivery from factory to store,

(2) delivery from supplier warehouse to store,

(3) delivery from retailer warehouse or distribution center to store

All these three types of replenishment are used in Finland currently. Additionally, the factory 

and/or supplier can be foreign or domestic, which due to the logistically faraway location of 

Finland has an effect on the replenishment process.

5.2.3.1 Basic products

Basic products have long life cycles with some fluctuations in demand. Demand fluctuations 

are based on weather of the seasons (summer, autumn, winter, spring), time of bigger 

celebrations such as New Year and to some extent fashion and weather conditions. For
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example if some colour in skirts is fashionable it can affect demand of certain colour of basic 

tights. Similarly, weather affects the total level of market demand. For example cold summer 

increases the level of demand, while hot summer decreases the level of demand. Nevertheless, 

it is possible to predict fluctuations in demand on a general level. However, this requires quite 

advanced forecasting methods to be used. The used forecasting method would need to take in 

account different weather conditions and possible major fashion trends together with 

traditional data. Development of an advanced forecasting method could provide accurate 

results on a monthly level, at most times even on a weekly level. Still, the vagaries of weather 

prevent accurate forecasting on a weekly level during the turn of seasons i.e. in august and in 

late February - early march. Possibility of continuous replenishment in tights depends mostly 

from the ability of suppliers to supply products with short lead time, as frequent as needed and 

with high reliability. Hence, continuous replenishment is possible only for domestic and near 

by located suppliers. Suppliers that are located further away can supply continuously, but the 

lead time is longer and therefore the execution of continuous replenishment is not possible.

From the above it can be concluded that two demand classes exist within basic products; 

demand class 1 and demand class 3. The difference lies in the location of supplier, if supplier 

is located near enough, continuous replenishment is possible, if not, continuous replenishment 

is not possible. A special case is basic products that have different colours for the two seasons, 

due to the fact that they have aspects of both seasonal and non-seasonal products. From the 

supply management viewpoint however, they can be regarded to be more like seasonal 

products. The above presented reasoning is further clarified by table 9 on next page.
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Table 9. Demand classifications from retailer point of view, basic products

Demand classifications from retailer point of view-basic products

1. How long is the estimated remaining product life cycle?
Years, possibly 10-15 years

2. Is the level of demand stable?
No

Also in basic products fluctuations in demand occur

3. Is Continuous replenishment possible?

No Yes
If the supplier is not domestic or located in For domestic suppliers and suppliers from
logistical near by areas logistical near by areas

4.) Is replenishment order possible at all? 4.) Is it possible to model fluctuation in 
demand?

Yes No

Replenishment orders are possible.

-^Demand class 1

Years of sales information exists.
However, currently the effect of weather 
and fashion can not be modeled accurate 
enough.

^Demand class 3

Source: Compiled by the author

5.2.3.2 Seasonal products

Life cycle of seasonal products is six months. The demand for these products is difficult to 

model, due to high fashion content of these products. Seasonal products are normally ordered 

and manufactured before the season. Therefore, for seasonal products continuous 

replenishment is possible only if one or more near by channel members are willing to hold 

inventory of seasonal goods. In general replenishment orders are possible only if at least one 

channel member is willing to hold an inventory of seasonal goods. Replenishment order from 

factory might be possible if the order would exceed minimum order quantities and enough 

time would be left for the whole process. However, firstly most Finnish retailers cannot 

exceed the required minimum order quantity and secondly, the required lead times are so long 

that the replenishment had to be agreed before the season. To conclude, three possible demand 

classes can be identified; classes 1,2 and 3. The reasoning behind these classes is clarified by 

table 10.
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Table 10. Demand classifications of seasonal products from retailer point of view

Demand classifications from retailer point of view-seasonal products

1. How long is the estimated remaining product life cycle?
6 months

2. Is Continuous replenishment possible?

No
a) If domestic- or a supplier from near by 

areas is not willing to hold inventory or
b) If the supplier is not domestic or located 

in logistical near by areas

Yes
If supplier is willing to hold inventory of 
seasonal goods for the retailer

3.) Is replenishment order possible at all? 3.) Is it possible to model fluctuations in 
demand?

No
-^Demand class 3

Yes
If foreign supplier 
holds an inventory 
or minimum order 
quantities are small 

enough
■^Demand class 1

No
If foreign supplier 
holds no inventory 

or if minimum order 
quantities are too 

high
•^Demand class 2

Source: Compiled by the author.

5.2.4 Summary

In the section 5.2 possible classifications according to demand characteristics were identified 

for the product category tights. The analysis was based on the theory of Fisher 1997 and the 

framework developed by Finne 1998. Two types of products were identified seasonal and 

basic products. On Fisher’s scale, seasonal products are clearly of innovative type, while basic 

products have aspects of both innovative and functional products with slightly more emphasis 

on innovative aspects. In further analysis basic and seasonal products were further divided into 

more accurate demand classes based on Finne's framework. Demand class 1; seasonal 

products that supplier keeps in stock, but due to the distant location can not supply by 

principles of continuous replenishment. From basic products into demand class 1 belong 

products that are supplied from distant locations directly to store or to warehouse. Demand 

class 2; seasonal products that have to be ordered before the season and no replenishment 

order is possible belong in to this class. Demand class 3; seasonal products for which the 

supplier, who is located in logistical nearby areas, holds inventory belong in this category.
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Basic products that are supplied from Finland or other near by areas belong into this class as 

well. In figure 13 the category tights' possible demand classes are presented together with 

Finne's framework.

Figure 13. Possible demand classes in product category tight's

Basic products
• Demand class 1
• Demand class 3

Seasonal products
• Demand class 1
• Demand class 2
• Demand class 3

Source: Adapted from Finne 1998.

5.3 Current operating practises in the product category

5.3.1 General

In Ketjuetu a product manager together with assistant is responsible for the category tights 

together with socks and women’s underwear categories. In practise this means that product 

manager is responsible for:

(1) Buying the products i.e. selecting suppliers, agreeing on specifications, delivery method 

and terms of delivery as well as price and terms of payment negotiations.

(2) Merchandising the products which means she/he is responsible for setting the price, 

selecting assortment, planning promotions and new product introductions as well as 

deciding on markdowns.
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The products in the category can be divided in two axis, first seasonal and basic products and 

second, private label products (Day Line) and Finnwear's branded products (Norlyn, Elli, 

Vogue, DIM and Amar). All the suppliers for Tradeka's private label products are of foreign 

origin, hence, the second division can also be seen as a division between foreign and domestic 

suppliers. From the products sold in the category approximately 90 percent are basic products 

which are sold over several seasons while the rest are seasonal products, sold only during one 

season. Nevertheless, part of the basic products have different colours for the two seasons 

(spring and autumn), therefore, the amount of products that have to be changed as season 

changes is slightly higher than 10 percent. Hence, it can be concluded that Tradeka's 

assortment contains relatively few seasonal items (10% compared to market average of 30%).

5.3.1.1 Assortments and space management

The product manager forms the assortment for the Tradeka's chains. In Day Line brand, the 

product manager chooses which types and colours she wishes to have in collection and from 

where to source these products. For Finnwear's brands product manager and Finnwear's 

representative have discussion before every season on the whole range of products. Based on 

above decisions, Tradeka’s total assortment is formed. From that assortment three different 

planograms3 are made for the stores. Three versions are made because of the varying size of 

the stores within the chain. Currently, planograms are made only for Finnwear's brands, which 

are sold from shelves provided by Finnwear. For Day Line tights no planogram is be made, 

because they are sold from sales baskets for which no planogram can be made at the moment. 

Basically, Maxi’s that are larger units are selling Day Line as well as all the previously 

mentioned Finnwear's brands (Norlyn, Elli, Amar, Vogue, DIM). Euromarket's that are on 

average smaller units than Maxi’s have only Norlyn and Day Line in their assortments.

In the beginning of seasons, stores choose together with product manager which of the three 

planogram versions to start with. Often the decision is obvious, when no extra space is 

available. During the season however, the original assortment may change. If demand is weak, 

some products may be removed from stores assortment. New products are normally not added 

to assortment during the season. If demand for an item is strong, a product with slow demand
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may be dropped and new facing added for the item with strong demand. Finn wear provides 

shelves from which their products are sold. Therefore, Day Line can not be sold from the same 

shelves. Day Line’s products are typically sold from sales baskets. For the formation of 

planograms the large range of different items sold is a problem; within the allocated space, 

often only one facing for a singe stock-keeping-unit (SKU) is possible.

The use of space management is relatively new matter in tights category, therefore, operation 

practises are not yet routinised and optimal methods to manage the discipline are being 

searched.

5.3.1.2 Markdowns

In Tradeka's tights category markdowns are not used very much. For the basic products 

markdowns are normally not used. For the seasonal products markdowns are a normal 

practise. However, no products are intentionally bought or left for markdown sales.

For seasonal products markdowns are used already during the season, if the demand for certain 

products turns out to be low. Nevertheless, mostly markdowns are used in the end of the 

season. Typically, markdowns start from 50 percent, next stage is to use 70 percent. Finally if 

the products remain unsold after the season the product has no value and has to be jobbed off. 

Jobb offs occur very seldom in the category. No exact figures on the scale of markdown sales 

was available. Nevertheless, seasonal products make up only 10 percent of the Tradeka's total 

tights sales. Hence, the amount of markdown sales can not be very high in relation to total 

sales. Nevertheless, within seasonal products this can have an impact on the productivity. The 

part of basic products that have different colours for the two seasons can also be sold on 

markdown sales. Normally, if in the end of the season many basic products of certain stock 

keeping unit (SKU) are left unsold they are stored over the season to be sold in the next 

season. However, if the amount of SKUs unsold is smaller they are sold in markdown sales.

3 A planogram is a diagram created from photographs or computer output that 
illustrates exactly where every SKU should be placed in the shelves. (Levy & Weitz, 
G-15)
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5.3.1.3 Performance measures

The performance of the category is measured on two levels; in the central steering unit 

Ketjuetu and in individual stores. Here, the currently used measures are reviewed on both 

levels.

In Ketjuetu, on category level measures used are mainly financial. Formally, category sales, 

gross margin and inventory turnover are followed. These measures are the traditional measures 

used to evaluate category situation. Nevertheless, the personnel in Ketjuetu has personal 

knowledge about many other aspects. These aspects are just not measured or tracked by any 

formal manner. In case management of the chain is interested in observing the situation of the 

categories a category scorecard containing also the personal knowledge of the different 

members of the organisation could be made. However, designing and planning such scorecard 

is beyond the scope of this paper. Additionally, Ketjuetu has access to all the reports that are 

used in the stores.

In stores, on category level, much follow up occurs by daily observation. Formal measures 

used are daily, weekly and monthly reports that include category sales, gross margin 

(quantitative & percentage), markdowns and inventory turnover. In practise most important 

measures used in stores are sales and gross margin. Additionally, in monthly report, each store 

can see how they perform in relation to other stores. In case of problems, stores can also 

conduct computerised analysis on sales of different products for certain time period. This is, 

however, rather difficult process.

5.3.2 Current operating practises for the Day Line brand

In this section the current operating practises on part of Day Line, Tradeka's private label 

brand, are reviewed. The discussion is structured as follows; first, a general description of 

different actors is given, second, on part of basic products the operating practises are 

described. Third, seasonal products are not sold under Day Line brand at the moment. Instead, 

seasonal products are occasionally bought as one time deals under any brand name (normally 

manufacturer brand name). Because these products are typically bought from the same 

manufacturers as Day Line products, they are discussed in this section as well.
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Product manager and product assistant are responsible for buying and making central 

warehouse replenishment orders. Additionally, they handle all the contacts towards suppliers 

and Inex, who is responsible of transports and warehousing. Furthermore, product manager 

and product assistant handle the contacts towards department heads in the stores.

Inex Partners, the jointly owned logistics and warehousing company of Tradeka and SOK 

warehouses Day Line products in Hakkila-warehouse. Additionally, Inex provides logistics 

service for the category by negotiating transport contracts from the factories to warehouse and 

from the warehouse to stores. Inex also monitors the timeliness of deliveries from factories. 

Still, deciding on terms of delivery and overseeing logistics costs is on product manager’s 

responsibility. Free Carrier (FCA) term of delivery is most commonly used for the Day Line 

products. According to interviewees the performance of foreign suppliers in delivering the 

product on time is not reliable, many shipments are delayed from few days up to one week. 

Such delays are considered to be normal. Inex monitors the accuracy of foreign suppliers 

delivery and reports to product manager.

Stores have pretty independent position to decide on the merchandising practises. Assortment 

is given to stores from the central unit, however slow selling items may be dropped if the store 

so decides. Additionally, the stores are free to decide when to order, how much to order and 

consequently what is the desired safety stock level. Day Line products are sold and stored in 

sales baskets with some back room stock, the level of which varies store by store. The 

relatively high autonomy of stores, varying availability of floor space and varying sales 

furniture make the placement of products in the stores vary somewhat.

Manufacturers for the Day Line brand are of foreign origin; currently two suppliers from Italy 

and two from Portugal are used. The choice of suppliers is based on the types of products 

ordered, available models and competitive prices. Payment terms used with the Portugese 

factories are typically CAD and with Italian factories normal invoicing with a credit time of up 

to 45 days is used. All the deals with suppliers are made one at a time, no frame contracts for 

longer periods are made. Normally, one supplier is used primarily and other is on reserve to 

avoid possible problems caused by delivery or other problems. Hence, even though no longer 

term frame contracts are made the relationships with the suppliers are pretty much settled.
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Day Line is a private label brand, hence, marketing of the brand is totally on the responsibility 

of product manager and product assistant. No co-operation with the suppliers exist within the 

field of marketing. Additionally, with the suppliers no information technology solutions are

used to facilitate trading relationships. Communication is done by fax and invoices are in

traditional paper form. Within Tradeka, information technology is used more; stores order 

mainly by using electronic scanners and EDI-systems. Additionally, cash registers are uniform 

in all stores of the chain and can, therefore, gather accurate and detailed POS-data. Moreover, 

Tradeka is experimenting the use of neural calculation for analysing POS-data.

In figure 14 the structure of replenishment system for the Day Line brand is presented. In the 

left side of the picture, store replenishment system is illustrated, on the right side warehouse 

replenishment system is presented. For Day Line products warehouse replenishment is a 

continuous process. Even though for the products that have different colours for the two 

seasons a first warehouse replenishment for each season is made and after that the 

replenishment is ongoing. Below the replenishment process for the Day Line brand is 

presented in more detail.

Figure 14. Current operating practises for the Day Line brand

Store replenishment Warehouse replenishment

= Store orders — — ^ = Warehouse orders

= Replenishment deliveries = Replenishment deliveries
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The whole process begins, when customers buy the products and cause a need for 

replenishment in the store. The person responsible for ordering checks the situation of each 

SKU visually and places an order based on a personal judgement. No uniform dates for 

checking and ordering are used, instead all the Euromarket's and Maxi’s are free to decide on 

desired safety stock levels, ordering dates and quantities ordered.

In most cases the order is placed by using an electronic scanner. The order information from 

the scanner is then transmitted by EDI-link to Inexes warehouse. Sometimes ordering is done 

by phoning or faxing to product assistant. According to interviewees a reason for that is 

perhaps the lack of electronic scanners and/or lack of knowledge on how to use the scanner or 

simply the more personal way of faxing or phoning is preferred.

A replenishment delivery to stores is made from Inexes warehouse based on received orders. 

Tights are delivered in the same delivery with other goods, hence, frequency of delivery 

depends on the size of the store, two shipments in a week is, however, an average number of 

shipments.

Product manager and product assistant oversee Inexes Hakkila warehouse’s stock levels and 

make replenishment orders when necessary. Product manager and assistant order Day Line 

products for warehouse based on an informal forecast composed of current stock situation and 

demand of past weeks adjusted by the estimated seasonal effect on demand. Buying is made 

one lot a time without any longer time frame contracts. Normally, order is placed 12 weeks 

before the shipment. Ordering is made by phone and order confirmation letter. In the order, 

desired colours and sizes are announced. The ratio of colours can, however, be changed until 

three weeks before shipment. Additionally, in case of problems with the forecast part the 

shipment may be delayed up to six months without extra costs, in case of shortages orders may 

be possible to be placed as far as one month before shipment. However, in such case problems 

with delivery times often occur.

Simultaneously, when the order is made, information is sent to Inex Partners. Inex records the 

order in their database. When the order is entered in the database, Inex starts monitoring the 

delivery date by contacting the customer regularly. When the supplier confirms delivery date, 

Inex contacts their contract carrier for that route and book a transport for the shipment date.
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The results of the delivery date monitoring are reported to Tradeka's product manager. This 

provides means for measuring supplier delivery performance.

A typical replenishment frequency for the Hakkila warehouse is two to four weeks, depending 

on the time of the season. Furthermore, the aim is to have approximately two to three weeks 

safety stock level in the warehouse at all times. However, according to interviewees, current 

safety stock levels are higher than what is desired.

5.3.2.1 One time deals of seasonal products

As mentioned earlier, currently only basic products are sold under Day line brand name. 

Normally seasonal products are bought from Finnwear under its brand names, however, 

occasionally seasonal products are bought from foreign suppliers as well. In such case buying 

is made only as a single lot without any replenishment opportunity. Additionally, seasonal 

products from foreign suppliers are typically bought under any brand name. Usually seasonal 

products are bought from one of the suppliers for Day Line products. This practise facilitates 

the purchasing process, as the trading partner is already well known.

Compared to Day Line basic products, operating practises for the lot purchases are very much 

similar, with the difference being that only one warehouse replenishment occurs. A further 

difference is that seasonal products are often bought only for peak season times and are hence 

not in assortment for the whole season. Furthermore, as no warehouse replenishment is 

possible, no guarantee for the period of availability can be given.

5.3.3 Current operating practises for Finnwear's brands

In this section the current operating practises on part of Finnwear's brands are reviewed. The 

discussion is structured as follows; first, a general description of different actors is given, 

second, current operating practises are described. Current operating practises are described as 

a single process for both seasonal and basic products. This is due to the fact, that the process 

does not differ between the two types of products- Finnwear delivers both from stock.

For Finnwear's products product managers ofTradeka and Finnwear have discussion before 

every season on the whole range of products. New variations of products for the coming 

season are agreed i.e. new colours, new seasonal models to replace previous season’s models.
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Furthermore, prices for the whole season are agreed and planned marketing campaigns 

discussed. Additionally, product manager is involved in making planograms and together with 

department heads of stores decides on store assortments.

Finnwear, as a domestic supplier of it’s own branded products has different operation strategy 

that is used for the Day Line products; Finnwear delivers directly to stores and uses sales 

representatives. Sales representatives' role is to visit the stores, where they; (1) present new 

products for the store personnel and (2) collect orders from stores. Sometimes they also 

conduct ordering in behalf of stores.

In stores Finnwear's products are sold from shelves provided by Finnwear. Nevertheless, 

Tradeka makes planograms for these shelves. During the season stores conduct ordering 

independently on preagreed prices.

On marketing, the companies have some co-operation. Finnwear has its own umbrella 

campaigns for its products. The times of these campaigns are announced to Tradeka's product 

manager in seasonal negotiations, however, no real co-operation between the trading partners 

occurs. Only situation, where co-operation occurs is when Tradeka has from its point of view a 

more important campaign for example for the bonus-card holders. In such case the estimated 

demand information of each store is reported for Finnwear to ensure sufficient stock levels to 

guarantee undisturbed product replenishment. Nevertheless, the actual ordering still occurs 

normally.

Possibilities of information technology are not used fully in the relationship. Finnwear has the 

readiness for full use of Electronic data interchange (EDI), however, at the moment ordering is 

still done trough sales representatives or by fax or phone. Nevertheless, invoicing is already in 

electronic form and invoices are transmitted to Tradeka by EDI-system. Additionally, e-mail is 

in everyday use between the trading partners.

The current operating practises are summed up in the figure 15 below. The left part of the 

picture seasonal guidance means all the activities that occur seasonally and is explained in the 

text above. Store replenishment part will be explained below.
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Figure 15. Current operating practises for Finnwear's brands.

Seasonal guidance Store replenishment

Supplier

Stores

----^ = Replenishment deliveries

= Store orders

— — ^ = Negotiations with Product 
manager

During the season stores order independently directly from the manufacturer. There are three 

different variations, which are used:

(1) Stores conduct ordering by themselves by using fax or phone,

(2) Store’s person in charge of ordering and Finnwear's sales representative make the order 

together and

(3) In some stores sales representatives are allowed to do the whole ordering in behalf of the 

store.

Sales representatives visit the stores every three to four weeks, hence, the average ordering 

frequency is the same. The stock level in stores is normally at the same level; three to four 

weeks' demand plus some safety stock. No accurate figures can be given due to the different 

variations used in ordering and the relatively high independence of the stores. Nevertheless, a 

clear problem in point of view of many products/variations is the fact that the minimum order 

size for one variant is too high compared to demand. For example, a product is sold in boxes 

that contain 16 pieces, while the average demand per week in stores for that variant may be 

only 2 pieces. Therefore the minimum order size corresponds to 8 weeks demand in store.
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When the order is made and received at Finnwear, delivery will take place within two days. 

Finnwear has contract with transport company for the deliveries to shops. Normally freight is 

included in the price, however, for smaller shipments the consignee has to pay the freight. This 

practise of price limit for freight free deliveries may influence the ordering frequency and 

amount of the stores. Normally ordered amounts are decided by visually determining the 

current situation in shelves or in backroom stock. According to Finnwear, the amounts ordered 

are pretty stable during the season. However, in August and January replenishments are bigger 

due to the new models and colours.

5.3.4 Demand classes in Tradeka's tights category

In this section, different demand classes within Tradeka's tights category are identified based 

on previous description.

In figure 16 existing demand classes are placed in earlier presented Finne's framework of 

demand classes. As analysed before, on Fisher’s dichotomy seasonal products are of 

innovative nature and basic products have characteristics of both innovative and functional 

products. This classification is true for Tradeka's products as well and is therefore not 

discussed further here.
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Figure 16. Existing demand classes within Tradeka's tights category.

Basic products Seasonal products

• Demand class 1-Day Line • Demand class 2- Lot purchases
• Demand Class 3-Finnwear • Demand class 3-Finnwear

Day Line’s basic products belong to category 1; estimated remaining life cycle is over 12 

months, level of demand is not stable, continuous replenishment is not possible, but 

replenishment order is. Lot purchases of seasonal products can be placed in demand class 2; 

estimated remaining life cycle 6 months, continuous replenishment not possible, 

replenishment order not possible. However, if foreign suppliers could be persuaded to hold 

inventory or produce the goods in more than one batches also demand class one would be 

possible. Currently, in Tradeka's case, demand class 1 for the seasonal products does not exist.

Finnwear’s basic products belong to class 3; remaining life cycle over 12 months, level of 

demand is not stable, continuous replenishment is possible and it is not possible to model 

fluctuations in demand. Finnwear's basic product could belong to class 4, if a reliable 

forecasting system would be created. Nevertheless, the creation of such system would require 

several years demand data and modelling of the effect of such factors as weather or fashion on
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demand. Finnwear's seasonal products belong to demand class 3 as well; the only differences 

compared to basic products are shorter life cycle and even more difficult to model demand.

5.4 ECR applicability

In this section the applicability of ECR supply management concepts into different demand 

classes is evaluated. First, general comments, which apply to all demand types, are discussed. 

Furthermore, comments concerning enabling technologies and demand management focus 

areas are discussed as well. Second, application of those ECR supply management concepts 

that can be applied similarly to all demand classes are discussed. Third, application of ECR 

supply management into different demand classes is discussed. In this part those improvement 

concepts that have to be applied differently for each demand class are discussed separately. 

Finally, the implications of Fisher’s dichotomy for the ECR applicability are discussed.

In the discussion of applicability for different demand classes emphasis is placed on those 

demand classes, which have most significant effect on the category. Thereby, demand classes 

1 and 3 constitute the major part of the discussion, while demand class 2 will be discussed less 

thoroughly.

5.4.1 General

Co-operation is essential for ECR-application in general. This means co-operation within the 

company and between trading partners. Still, the firm can not partner with all its suppliers. 

Therefore, it is reasonable to start co-operation with one trading partner, who has best 

capabilities for ECR-partnership and whose products, image and market share/market share 

potential are suitable for the company’s objectives. Co-operation within the company is 

important as well. For example currently one other chain of Tradeka/Elanto group 

merchandises tights as well. Still, ordering and forecasting is not co-ordinated between the 

chains and both chains have different warehouse sections for the same product. Increased co

operation between the chains could enable more accurate forecasting and better service level 

with lower stock levels.

Another vital aspect in applying ECR is adequate resources. Deepening co-operation and 

ECR-projects require resources. However, currently the resources available for ECR-projects 

within speciality goods are limited, which restricts the application of ECR significantly. In
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short run, from cost accounting point of view it may seem more profitable not to have more 

resources for development work. However, currently within speciality goods there exists a 

great potential for savings and increased profits. Even compared to daily consumer goods 

sector, especially now, when the ECR-application in speciality goods is in the beginning.

Currently, Euromarket/Maxi-chain has many different operating practises in logistical part of 

the category. Decreasing the number of different operating practises into one streamlined 

process would make the firms operations easier to manage and facilitate more accurate 

measurement of performance. For example, at the moment part of the stores order by calling to 

supplier, part of the stores let supplier’s representative to conduct the ordering and part of the 

stores order by scanners/EDI-system. Still, it would be already technically possible to change 

all ordering in the category to be made by scanners and to be transmitted to 

supplier/warehouse by EDI-link.

Finally, too large minimum order quantities are a common problem for all demand classes. 

Often minimum order quantity covers several weeks’ demand. Thereby, causing low inventory 

turnover, higher costs and forced markdowns. Therefore, it is an important question for 

Ketjuetu to discuss minimum order quantities with Finnwear. This includes also adjusting the 

ratio of shelf facings and minimum order quantities to be optimal. For example, a shelve 

facing may take up to 10 SKUs, however, if minimum order quantity is also 10 SKUs, the 

store can not operate without having backroom stock. If the minimum order quantity could be 

changed to 5 SKUs the store could place an order as the stock level would lower below 5 and 

thus would not need to have any backroom stock.

5.4.1.1 Demand management

Broadening the range of products sold under Day Line brand name would increase Day Line’s 

brand equity. Currently, Tradeka sells only basic tights under Day Line brand name, seasonal 

or other speciality products are mainly bought as lot purchases under any brand name. It 

would enhance the store image and brand equity of Day Line to buy these products under Day 

Line brand name in the future. Increased brand image would be valuable in the future, 

especially now, when it seems that in the future the market for basic tights will decline and 

market for speciality tights such as body shapers etc. will surge.
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5.4.1.2 Enabling technologies

Increased use of electronic data interchange (EDI) has many benefits for the chain. At the 

moment in category tights EDI is used to transmit Finnwear's invoices and stores orders for 

Day Line products.

For Finnwear's products it would be beneficial to start transmitting also Finnwear's orders 

through EDI-system. Following benefits could be obtained:

(1) Easier to have uniform operating practises for all stores, which would save time in making 

orders, facilitate teaching new employees their tasks and it would make it easier to control 

and monitor how stores order,

(2) Order data could be collected and analysed in the chain’s steering unit and

(3) Supplier’s representatives could not influence the ordering practises of stores.

Later on, the use of EDI-systems could be broadened to exchange of product information, 

availability and other relevant data. The possibility of broadening the use of EDI should be 

taken into account already, when beginning the use of EDI for ordering in order not encounter 

high extra costs later when new features are operationalised.

On part of Day Line products and lot purchases stores use scanners for ordering and the order 

information is transmitted to warehouse by EDI-link. However, EDI-system is not used with 

foreign suppliers. This is due to the fact that foreign suppliers are often very small firms, 

which do not have the capabilities to start using EDI. Additionally, as the trading relationship 

is based on one time orders, it is too expensive to build EDI-system with all the suppliers. 

Hence, in short run, it is not recommended to implement EDI with foreign suppliers. In the 

future, if stabilised and long term partnerships are formed with a supplier/suppliers the use of 

EDI-systems should be reconsidered.

Activity based costing (ABC) provides significant benefits when developing operations. It is a 

fundamental factor in developing operations to be able to know what are the real costs. ( Finne 

& Kokkonen 1998, 42-43) Currently, activity based costing is already experimented in some 

parts of the chain, however, implementation of АВС-costing is still in planning stage. In this 

study a model was created to simulate the real costs of logistical operations in the category. 

Due to the fact that АВС-costing is not used in the category, it was difficult to find realistic 

data for calculations. The real operating costs were not always available. For example it was
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not known what is the real cost of store warehousing. Therefore, the author suggests increased 

use of АВС-costing in order to facilitate future development efforts and to be able to base 

future decisions in more reliable data. Furthermore, conducting АВС-costing in some area 

would help in further implementation in other areas as well. This is due to learning effect and 

similar nature of the problems in identifying operation costs. Finally, АВС-costing is an 

important tool if development work is conducted across company borders and cost 

savings/cost increases of new operating practises have to be split between trading partners.

5.4.2 Supply management: general improvement concepts

In this section, those improvement concepts that can be applied similarly to different demand 

classes are discussed. In the studied category, it was found that automated store ordering and 

reliable operations improvement concepts can be applied similarly to all demand classes.

5.4.2.1 Automated store ordering

Automated store ordering is not used in the tights-category at the moment. However, this 

improvement concept would provide benefits by decreasing required manual labour and by 

decreasing the possibility of human errors. Furthermore, application of automatic store 

ordering supports the application of ECR continuous replenishment improvement concept.

Automated store ordering requires; (1) computer aided ordering, (2) reliable POS-data to be 

available, (3) electronic receipt of goods and (4) continuous inventory of goods. (Finne & 

Kokkonen 1998, 103-104) Currently at Tradeka, automated store ordering has been only 

planned in the most advanced categories in daily consumer goods and hence, in speciality 

goods in tights category, the work is still in its early phases. First, the prerequisites for 

automated store ordering should be created. Most important tasks would include:

(1) Expanding the use of scanners for receiving, inventorying and in the beginning, ordering 

the goods.

(2) Ensuring the reliability of POS-data at all times and especially at time of ordering.

(3) Creating computerised automatic ordering system based on order-point-method and POS- 

data.

(4) Pilot tests of the automated ordering system

The implementation of above mentioned tasks is a time consuming process, where a lot could 

be learned from daily consumer goods categories, where the work in this subject is already
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more advanced. Nevertheless, there is no reason why automated store ordering could not be 

applied to studied product category as well.

In the above list the author suggests the use of order-point-method instead of system that 

adjusts the orders on demand. This is because it is almost impossible to model the demand of 

all stock keeping units at individual store level. This is due to following reasons: (1) high 

number of product variations, (2) no previous sales data exists about seasonal products, (3) 

weather conditions affect demand and (4) effect of fashion to demand. To sum up, in this 

category as a whole order point method is preferred over adjusting forecast methods.

5A2.2 Reliable operations

In this improvement concept three relevant measurement objects were found. First, the 

reliability of suppliers deliveries (a) directly to stores and (b) to Inexes warehouse. Second, the 

reliability of deliveries from Inexes warehouse to stores, this area was not studied in this study.

Currently, the reliability of Finnwear's deliveries to stores is not considered important by the 

stores, because relatively high stock levels are used and deliveries are recognised to be rather 

reliable i.e. potentially occurring problems are covered by the high stock levels in stores. The 

implementation of centralised measurement system for delivery performance directly to stores 

is not necessary at current operating practises. However, if Euromarket/Maxi-chain would 

decide on to pursue ECR-vision and use significantly higher replenishment frequencies 

together with cross docking, also the measurement of delivery performance would be more 

important.

Inex as described earlier measures the reliability of foreign suppliers’ deliveries to warehouse. 

However, product manager and assistant do not make any formal follow up of each supplier’s 

performance. Still, based on the interviews the delivery performance of the suppliers is not 

reliable, delays of up to one week are common. In this area the use of formal delivery 

performance measures could be a useful tool to be used in evaluating suppliers and to be used 

when discussing with the suppliers as well.
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5.4.3 Supply management: demand class specific improvement concepts 

In this section those improvement concepts that have to be applied differently by demand class 

are discussed. In the studied category these improvement concepts were continuous 

replenishment and cross docking. The discussion in this section is divided by demand classes.

In this study, a mathematical model was created to analyse the operation practises and to find 

optimal solution for the operations. The model was constituted by first gathering data on costs 

of different activities and current operating practises, second based on available data a 

mathematical model was created to simulate real world. The results calculated by using this 

model are used to illustrate recommendations in this section. Due to delicate nature of these 

calculations for the studied firm all numbers are changed, however the ratio of results is 

correct. Thereby, the results are valid from the point of view of this study.

5.4.3.1 Demand Class 1

In this demand class belong all Day Line products. The products are sourced from southern 

Europe i.e. Italy, Portugal etc. Therefore, continuous replenishment and cross docking are not 

possible. It takes 3 to 5 days to transport goods from southern Europe to Finland. Additionally, 

the delivery timetables of these suppliers are not always totally reliable. Nevertheless, 

replenishment ordering is possible. This is because basic tights' life cycles are long and they 

are a mass good which is produced in large quantities- only packing and colour differ by 

customer.

Tradeka warehouses Day Line products in Hakkila central warehouse, from which products 

are supplied to stores based on orders. Store orders are made by scanner and transmitted to 

central warehouse trough EDI-system. Tights are delivered to stores together with other goods. 

A typical replenishment interval from Hakkila to stores is two to three times a week. 

Therefore, between store and warehouse continuous replenishment is possible.

In this section, continuous replenishment and cross docking are discussed even though it is not 

possible to apply them in the category as such. First, applicability of continuous replenishment 

is discussed. The discussion is divided in two parts supplier to warehouse and warehouse to 

store. On both parts it is analysed, what is the optimal replenishment frequency in the 

category, and is it possible to move towards CRP replenishment. Second, cross docking is
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discussed. In this demand class cross docking can not be applied, however, it will be 

discussed, on which conditions it would be more profitable to start using domestic supplier 

with cross docking operating practises.

5.4.3.1.1 Continuous replenishment

Continuous replenishment can be implemented on two levels; supplier-warehouse and 

warehouse-store. In supplier-warehouse replenishment, continuous replenishment is not 

possible. However, replenishment orders are possible, therefore in this study an optimal 

warehouse replenishment frequency was calculated. In warehouse-store replenishment 

continuous replenishment is possible. Therefore, an evaluation was made to explore, on which 

conditions it would be profitable to replenish according to principles of continuous 

replenishment in demand class 1.

Supplier-to-Warehouse replenishment

In calculations made with representative product in demand class 1, it was found that optimal 

replenishment frequency of Inexes warehouse is four weeks, which corresponds a central 

warehouse stock turnover of 7,5 times per year. The results of the calculations are presented in 

figure 17 below.

Figure 17. Relationship between operating costs and replenishment frequency.
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From the figure above, it can be seen that optimal warehouse replenishment frequency is 

between 3-5 weeks. Furthermore, it is evident that increasing stocktums does not always result 

in increased profits.

It should be noted that the calculations contain several assumptions, which may change the 

optimal solution. For example a change in capital costs, price of the product or transport costs 

may change the situation. Therefore, the results presented above are valid as such only for Day 

Line products. More precise results for single products can be calculated by the program 

created for that purpose in this thesis. The results of single products or the exact data of that 

program can, however, not be presented here due to the delicate nature of such information for 

Tradeka. Nevertheless, the cost structure of above presented operating costs calculation is 

presented in figure 18 below.

Figure 18. Cost structure of warehouse operations with different replenishment frequencies.
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In figure 18, no transport costs are included, this is due to the fact that these costs are included 

in the buying price used in calculations. Nevertheless, it is clear that transport costs influence 

significantly the profitability of the product. Transports costs may have up to 2-3 percent 

influence on gross margin of the product. Therefore, it is necessary for the person responsible 

for ordering to know how the ordered amount influences logistical costs. Another minor factor 

not taken account in the calculations is payment costs in CAD terms of payment.
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In figure 18, the relative shares of different cost components in each replenishment frequency 

are presented. From the chart it can be seen that the cost of receiving goods increases rapidly 

when replenishment occurs more frequently. Hence, if Tradeka wishes to increase warehouse 

stock turns and lower the amount capital tied in inventories they have two options. First, to try 

to negotiate lower receiving costs or other basis for costing the receipt of goods from Inex to 

allow more frequent replenishments to be reasonable and/or second, to try to decrease safety 

stock levels. Pursuing the second alternative would require two matters, first Tradeka would 

need to create a formal forecasting method which would improve forecasting effectiveness and 

hence allow lower safety stocks and second, Tradeka would need to place more value on 

reliability of deliveries when negotiating with suppliers or when choosing new suppliers. If 

possible some incentives could be created for the suppliers if they deliver continuously as 

agreed.

To sum up, continuous replenishment can not be implemented for the supplier-store part of the 

supply chain. However, renegotiating the cost of receipt at warehouse could increase optimal 

replenishment frequency. Reduced costs can, however, be achieved with current cost structure 

as well. This would require, lower safety stocks at central warehouse, change in payment 

terms and optimising transport lot sizes.

Warehouse-to-Store replenishment

In the calculations it was found that in demand class 1 optimal replenishment frequency would 

be to replenish once every 11 weeks. The cost of store replenishment remains near optimum 

between replenishment frequencies of 13 to 7 weeks. However, in practise these are too long 

replenishment frequencies to be used. Nevertheless, the result indicates that with current cost 

structures, it is not recommendable to replenish more frequently on the contrary, if cost 

structure remains the same, it is recommendable to replenish less frequently. The results from 

calculations made with an average product are presented in figure 19.
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Figure 19. Relationship between cost of store replenishment and replenishment frequency.
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Several reasons can be found for the optimal replenishment frequency being so low. First, 

private label tights as a product are cheap and the demand per stock keeping unit (SKU) is 

often relatively low. Therefore, the total cost of replenishment when replenishment occurs 

more often is high. Second, Inexes charges cause high costs of replenishment per unit if only 

few units of one SKU are replenished. Therefore, negotiating new bases for handling charges, 

if possible, would provide better possibilities for continuous replenishment. Third, in the 

calculations no cost for store warehousing could be defined. Therefore, the results are not 

totally reliable. The author made some heuristic testing with different store warehousing costs 

and found out that the model is not very sensitive to even high store warehousing costs 

compared to central warehouse warehousing costs. However, no quarantees exist that the real 

cost of store warehousing would be of same size class with the author’s figures. Therefore, it 

would be necessary for Tradeka to define the cost of store warehousing in order to know exact 

results.

To sum up, it can be concluded that continuous replenishment between warehouse and stores 

is not possible in the category, unless, different basis for handling of goods can be negotiated 

with Inex or unless the cost of store warehousing would provide to be higher than anticipated
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by the author. Additionally, in most products more frequent replenishment interval provides 

more shelf space to be available, which provides a basis for more frequent replenishments 

even with higher costs. However, the products in this class are mostly sold in sales baskets that 

require rather large base stock level to look attractive. Therefore, no shelf or floor space can be 

made available with more frequent deliveries.

5.4.3.1.2 Cross docking

In demand class 1, under cross docking, it was calculated, under which conditions it would be 

more profitable to buy products from near by source and use cross docking instead of current 

practise of using central warehouse and buying the goods from southern Europe.

In the calculations made with an average product it was found, that cross docking is only 

between 1,5 to 2 percent cheaper compared to the option of buying the goods from southern 

Europe and using central warehouse. In the calculations it was assumed that:

a) Replenishment frequencies lower than four weeks can not be used.

b) Cross docking of pre-sorted pallets is used. This means that supplier sorts pallets ready for 

individual stores before shipping them to cross docking center.

c) Multiple products from same manufacturer are cross docked. This means that not just one 

product variant is cross docked, but the whole Day Line range and possibly other goods 

from the same supplier as well.

d) Additionally, direct deliveries were not taken into comparison, due to reasons that will be 

explained hereafter.

Direct deliveries to stores may seem more profitable compared to cross docking. However, in 

reality also direct deliveries have costs. The store’s extra costs from direct deliveries incur 

from more trucks delivering the goods daily, which causes more work and difficulties in 

planning work schedules as the delivery times are not known. Furthermore, it can be asked is 

it really cheaper for the supplier to use direct delivery. For example for Euromarket/Maxi 

chain the supplier has to deliver 24 deliveries i.e. one for each store, in cross docking the 

supplier has only one delivery to cross docking warehouse. Therefore if;
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Costs of direct delivery < Costs of cross docking 

Cost of24x direct delivery +
Additional cost to stores from more trucks at back door daily

<
Cost of lx delivery to cross docking warehouse +

Cross docking cost +
Cost of space in Inexes daily truck to stores (incremental cost for new goods fairly low)

then direct delivery is more profitable to be used. It is highly likely, that cross docking is from 

total cost point of view cheaper. However, realising the benefit from cross docking would 

require splitting the cost savings of supplier and cost increases of Euromarket/Maxi-chain. 

This can be a difficult process due to following reasons; (1) АВС-costing is not used and 

therefore the supplier/ Euromarket/Maxi chain does not know real cost structures and (2) the 

supplier may want to keep direct delivery volumes high to maintain volume discounts in 

freights in order to support sales to other customers who use direct delivery. Nevertheless, in 

this study it was assumed that cross docking is cheaper from total cost point of view than 

direct deliveries, therefore the comparison was made between cross docking goods from 

domestic supplier and warehouse operations for goods from suppliers in southern Europe.

In the calculations with standard volume assumption (all Day Line products cross docked) it 

was found that optimal replenishment frequency with cross docking would be three weeks. 

The results are illustrated in figure 20. From the figure, it can be seen that the cost of cross 

docking would remain rather stable between replenishment frequencies 5 to 2 weeks.

Figure 20. Total costs of cross docking with standard volume assumption
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However, if the frequency would be increased from 2 weeks the costs of cross docking would 

rise significantly. To estimate how sensitive the cost of cross docking is to changes in cross 

docking volume, calculations were made with different volume assumptions as well. The 

results indicate that the total cost of cross docking operation is not very sensitive to differences 

in cross docking volume. In all studied scenarios cost of cross docking operations was in the 

range of 0 to 2 percent cheaper than central warehouse operations.

In figure 21, different cost factors in cross docking are presented in order to give a clear 

picture on the proportions of different aspects that compose total cost of cross docking.

Figure 21. Cost factors in cross docking.
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From the figure it can be seen, that in this case as well, the handling charges of Inex would be 

the factor that limits more frequent replenishments. On the other hand, if the goods would be 

more expensive more frequent replenishment frequency would become optimal.

To conclude, it can be stated that cross docking in category tights in demand class 1 is about 

one to two percent cheaper than central warehouse operations. The results suggests that 

domestic or nearby private label supplier can have only one to two percent more expensive 

prices compared to foreign suppliers in order to be competitive. The figure would be a small 

bit higher if the domestic or nearby supplier would be able to offer better terms of payment. 

However, the effect of this factor is marginal.
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5.4.3.2 Demand class 2 -Lot purchases

In demand class two belong lot purchases of products. Typically these products are lot 

purchases of seasonal products from manufacturers of Day Line products. Currently, these 

products are sold under any brand name.

From Tradeka's point of view it would be a preferred strategy to include also lot purchases of 

seasonal products under Day Line brand name. This would enhance the brand equity of Day 

Line.

Another aspect, where improvements could be made is co-operation in ECR-spirit. The buying 

of products should be planned beforehand so that it would be clear that certain number of 

seasonal products will be sold under Day Line name during each season. Buying products just 

because of good deal should not be done. Above mentioned planned operations for each 

season would enable deeper co-operation with the supplier and thereby a possibility to 

influence future models and gives more flexibility to operations.

Co-operation with supplier and possibly with another retailer as well could provide possibility 

to replenishment order during the season. Currently, this is not possible due to one time nature 

of deals and low volume of seasonal products. However, together with another retailer 

Euromarket/Maxi-chain could gain possibility to at least one replenishment order. This would 

provide significant benefits, as it would become possible to gather valuable information on 

early demand before deciding on colours. An example of the value of early demand 

information and of the value of possibility to react on that demand was given by study of 

Mattila 1999. In Mattila's study three Finish clothing retailers estimated the accumulated 

forecasting information in different stages of the season. The answers about the situation at 

time 1/4* through the season were that between 70% to 95% of all demand information was 

available at that stage. Thereby, it can be concluded that by having one replenishment delivery 

at time ‘Ath trough the season could improve retailer performance in this category 

significantly.

Finally, when the products have been delivered to central warehouse, postponement of 

deliveries to stores i.e. more deliveries with smaller quantities can decrease the amount of 

stock outs and forced markdowns in this demand class. Compared to normal practise of larger 

store replenishments this could be profitable even though extra costs would be caused by
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smaller and more frequent deliveries. Reverse logistics is not likely to be profitable due to 

relatively cheap price of the products.

To conclude, it is challenging to manage products in demand class 2. Application of most ECR 

supply management improvement concepts is not possible in this category. Therefore, a 

recommended strategy is to pursue move towards demand class 1 by creating possibility to 

replenishment delivery from supplier. Additionally, quick response concept rather than 

continuous replenishment concept is useful in this type of demand class.

5.4.3.3 Demand class 3

In this demand class belong all Finnwear's branded products i.e. Norlyn, Elli, Amar, Vogue 

and the French brand DIM, which Finnwear represents in Finland. Most of the products are 

manufactured at Tornio. Finnwear also imports part of the products it sells. Imported products 

are DIM, and part of the seasonal products sold under any of the Finnwear brand names. 

However, all products are delivered to stores from Finnwear's warehouse at Tampere. 

Therefore, continuous replenishment and cross docking are possible. Currently, all Finnwear's 

products are delivered to Tradeka's stores by direct deliveries. A typical store replenishment 

interval is four weeks.

From the above description it can be concluded, that current operating practises in the demand 

class are not in accordance with ECR-principles. Therefore, in this section application 

possibilities of ECR continuous replenishment and cross docking improvement concepts are 

discussed. First, applicability of continuous replenishment is discussed, second applicability of 

cross docking is discussed.

In this section, the applicability of continuous replenishment and cross docking is evaluated 

from retailer viewpoint, and hence supplier viewpoint is not analysed. According to ECR- 

principles, operations should be optimised in the whole channel. However, that would have 

required АВС-costing in place in both companies and an effort over the resources of a single 

student.

5.4.3.3.1 Cross docking

In this section applicability of cross docking in the demand class 3 is discussed.
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In the discussions in this section, it is assumed that cross docking of pre-sorted pallets is used 

i.e. supplier sorts pallets ready for individual stores before shipment. Inex only transfers the 

incoming pallets to right outgoing trucks. Basically, the system would remain the same, as 

with direct deliveries only the delivery method would be changed. Therefore, it is also 

assumed that Finn wear conducts sorting cheaper than Inex. In order to decide whether this is 

true АВС-costing methods and co-operation between Finnwear, Inex and Tradeka would be 

required. This would require extensive resources and time and is, hence, not discussed in this 

thesis.

Technically, both Finnwear and Tradeka have the prerequisites for successful cross docking 

implementation. Finnwear already uses cross docking with one of it’s customers. At the 

moment the use of cross docking is under evaluation at Tradeka. From Tradeka's viewpoint 

main obstacles to cross docking implementation are;

a) how to share costs and benefits of cross docking in a fair and correct way between the 

trading partners and

b) how to ensure own personnel that cross docking provides better results than direct 

deliveries

The answer to first question lies in the equation presented already in 5.4.3.1.2. The equation is 

presented below:

Costs of direct delivery < Costs of cross docking 

Cost of 24 x direct delivery +
Additional cost to stores from more trucks at back door daily

<
Cost of lx delivery to cross docking warehouse +

Cross docking cost +
Cost of space in Inexes daily truck to stores (incremental cost for new goods fairly low

The equation shows on which conditions direct deliveries would be more profitable. As stated 

earlier in 5.4.3.1.2 it is highly unlikely that direct deliveries would provide better results 

compared to cross docking. Especially, if more frequent replenishments would be conducted.

Nevertheless, even though it is likely that cross docking compared to direct deliveries would 

provide better results from total channel costs viewpoint, the extra costs and benefits would 

not automatically be splitted equally. Basically, Tradeka's costs would rise, mainly due to 

terminal handling charges. At the same time Finnwear's costs would likely decrease due to
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lower freight costs. In order to split the costs equally the partners would need to have truthful 

view of their costs. This requires АВС-costing from both parties, otherwise it may be difficult 

for Tradeka to ensure Finnwear that if they lower prices and cross docking will be used both 

will still gain benefits.

Second obstacle, how to ensure own personnel from benefits of cross docking compared to 

direct deliveries requires analysing the benefits cross docking can provide. First, cross docking 

decreases the number of cars unloading at stores backdoor daily. Second, cross docking costs 

less than direct deliveries. Due to unavailability of the figures, exact numbers can not be 

presented here. Third, cross docking supports continuous replenishment by providing more 

goods to daily store deliveries and hence providing the opportunity to supply smaller amounts 

of products more often with lower unit costs. In other words, when replenishment is conducted 

more often, the costs of cross docking rise less than costs of direct delivery. The benefits and 

applicability of continuous replenishment for Tradeka will be discussed next.

5.4.3.3.2 Continuous replenishment (CRP)

Continuous replenishment can provide significant benefits if implemented. However, often the 

benefits are not clearly seen in the Tradeka's organisation therefore, in this section the author 

tries to define more clearly, what would be the benefits of Continuous replenishment 

implementation in this demand class. Additionally, the prerequisites to continuous 

replenishment implementation are discussed.

Implementation of continuous replenishment at Euromarket/Maxi-chain requires basically 

three things; (1) reliable deliveries, (2) enabling cost structure and (3) lower minimum order 

quantities. Reliable deliveries are necessary, because in continuous replenishment stores have 

only very small inventories and therefore, unreliable deliveries may cause stockouts, which in 

turn may force the stores to start building safety stocks again. Enabling cost structure is 

necessary in order continuous replenishment to be economically rational option. Lower 

minimum order quantities are necessary in order to enable more frequent replenishment of 

single items. Currently, minimum order quantities for stores may cover up to 8 weeks demand 

or even more.

Overall, in this study it seems that achieving the ECR vision requires applying different 

improvement concepts as an integrated set. By applying different concepts individually some
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benefits can be gained, however the true synergy can only be gained by integrated application 

of ECR. Continuous replenishment application requires application or it is recommendable to 

apply also other ECR improvement concepts such as cross docking, reliable operations, ABC- 

costing, POS-data systems and transmitting POS-data to suppliers. These concepts have 

already been discussed earlier, hence in following text the focus is on enabling cost structure.

In figure 22 below optimal replenishment frequency for one product calculated by real data for 

an average store is presented. It shows that with current cost structure optimal replenishment 

frequency is every two weeks. Additionally, from the figure it can be seen that after that 

frequency replenishment costs start to rise relatively fast.

Figure 22. Optimal replenishment frequency, cross docking
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The cost structure of above example is further illustrated in figure 23 below.

Figure 23. Cost structure, cross docking
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From the figure, it can be seen that between two to one weeks’ replenishment frequency a 

significant increase in cross docking cost occurs. This increase is higher than the decrease in 

capital cost and hence, more frequent replenishment interval is not economical with current 

figures. There are two ways to move the optimum towards more frequent replenishment 

interval: First, to increase the volume of goods cross docked to a store from supplier. For 

example from Finnwear also socks and underwear could be cross docked with tights. Example 

calculations made showed that if the cross docking volume would be doubled, replenishment 

intervals of one and two weeks would be equally optimal. Triplicating the volume would not 

increase the optimum from one week. If the cross docking volume would be doubled, with a 

20 percent cost increase the replenishment interval could be increased to two times a week. If 

the volume would be tripled, the interval could be three times a week with the same cost 

increase. In tights category, even one to two times a week is a good result. Second, Ketjuetu 

could try to negotiate lower handling charges for cross docking. This option is rather difficult 

one to operationalise just by Euromarket/Maxi chain alone.

Additionally, from the figure, it can be seen that in the cost structure only capital cost and 

cross docking handling charge are taken in account when defining total costs. The author 

recognises that also other factors can cause extra costs or decrease costs than the two used in 

the calculations. However, either no data was available from them, the cost effect was 

insignificant or could not be measured in monetary terms. These will be reviewed in following 

paragraph.

Supplier’s costs such as freight costs and packing costs were not calculated due to limitation of 

this study into retailer viewpoint. Additionally, it is doubtful whether the author would have 

been allowed to access such data. Nevertheless, these factors have cost effect on total channel 

costs. Other costs not taken into account are ordering costs at stores caused by more frequent 

ordering and receiving. This cost factor will be removed as soon as automatic store ordering is 

operationalised. Furthermore, the effect of less shelf space required with more frequent 

replenishments could not be valuated in monetary terms.

According to literature continuous replenishment provides following key benefits; lower retail 

stock levels, more predictable demand situation for supplier, due to reduced bullwhip effect
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and less shelf space required at stores. Hence, from retailer’s point of view continuous 

replenishment provides two key benefits; 1) lower stock levels and 2) less shelf space required 

at stores. In Euromarket/Maxi’s case continuous replenishment together with lower minimum 

order quantities would provide a significant reduction of stock levels. No specific number 

could be calculated, but a rough estimate is that in tights category at least 50 percent reduction 

in stock levels is possible. The effect of more frequent replenishments on required shelf space 

was calculated from real store data. The sample store was chosen to be of medium size. Below 

in table 11 the results of the calculations are presented.

Table 11. Effect of replenishment frequency on shelf facing requirement

Effect of replenis

Replenishment 
frequency (weeks)

Difference compared to 
shortest replenishment

-23

In the above calculations the number of facings required at replenishment frequency one time 

a week is scaled to be 100. The results show that compared to four week replenishment 

interval a one week interval frees 8 shelf facings. It is likely that in other categories the benefit 

of more frequent replenishments is higher than in tights. This is due to high number of 

different variants with rather low average demand per variant.

5.4.4 Applicability based on Fisher’s demand classifications

Fisher’s two product types by demand characteristics are innovative and functional. In 

Euromarket/Maxi’s tights category the two types exist, seasonal products (Finnwear and lot 

purchases) are innovative. Basic products are more functional. However, in tights all 

functional products have also aspects of innovative demand.
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According to Fisher innovative products should be handled trough responsive channel i.e. 

Quick Response would be suitable. For lot purchases this holds true, however for Finn wear's 

products this recommendation is not correct for Tradeka. This is because Finnwear guarantees 

similar supply for seasonal products as for basic products. Nevertheless, Firm wear can manage 

these products by using Quick Response practises.

For the more functional products (basic products) an efficient supply chain is optimal due to 

long life cycles and rather stable demand. However, manufacturers of tights use commonly 

Quick Response method of buffer stocks in production to increase flexibility. This is a vital 

factor increasing flexibility of manufacturers. In practise this is done by first manufacturing 

tights and later colouring and packing them by order.

6 Conclusions

In this chapter the contribution of this research will be evaluated by summarising results and 

findings and based on that evaluating the research framework. Moreover, suggestions for 

future research will be given.

6.1.1 Summary of research contribution

The purpose of this section is to evaluate theoretical framework presented earlier in section 

3.4. The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate applicability of ECR-supply management 

concepts in a specified speciality goods product category. Additionally, the aim was to use 

demand classifications to divide product category into different demand classes. The 

hypothesis was that based on these demand classes the applicability of different ECR supply 

management concepts can be generalised into other products categories with similar demand 

classes.

The evaluation of the theoretical framework is divided into two parts; first, applicability of 

ECR in the product category and second, evaluation of demand classifications and 

generalisability of results to other product categories with similar demand classes.
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6.1.1.1 Applicability of ECR supply management concepts

Integrated suppliers and synchronised production improvement concepts were not 

evaluated in this study, due to the fact that the study is done from retailer viewpoint.

Automated store ordering was considered not to depend on demand classifications. 

Therefore the applicability of the concept was discussed on product category level. 

Application of automated store ordering was considered possible and to bring significant 

benefits for operations in tights category. Additionally, application of automated store ordering 

supports application of continuous replenishment-concept. It was found that order point 

method with short replenishment lead time is the best method for the category tights. This is 

because of large variety of products with different characteristics in the category. This makes 

forecasting of single stock keeping unit in individual store level an almost impossible task.

Reliable operations as an improvement concept is useful in all demand classes. Reliability of 

key processes must be measured. Therefore, this improvement concept is applicable in every 

demand class. Nevertheless, the measurement objects may be different in different demand 

classes and different product categories. In the study two measurement objects were found (1) 

reliability of deliveries from warehouse to store and (2) reliability of deliveries from supplier 

to stores and warehouse. Currently these aspects were not systematically measured, however, 

when continuous replenishment or cross docking will be applied application of this concepts 

becomes necessary as well.

Continuous replenishment was evaluated in demand classes one (basic products, Day Line) 

and three (basic and seasonal products, Finnwear). Additionally, in demand class one the 

evaluation was divided into two loops warehouse to store and supplier to warehouse.

In demand class, in one supplier to warehouse replenishment, full application of continuous 

replenishment was considered not to be possible due to long logistical distance between 

supplier and warehouse. However, the optimal replenishment frequency could be calculated as 

well as the cost structure of replenishment. It was found that with current operating practises a 

four week replenishment interval is optimal. Replenishment interval could be logistically 

intensified to once a week, if the cost of receipt of goods at warehouse could be lowered. This 

would be relatively near to vision of continuous replenishment. Transmitting POS/Demand- 

data and reliability of operations are needed to support this goal. Additional factors to be
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considered when developing operations were payment terms and costs of different transport 

lot sizes.

In warehouse to store replenishment it was calculated that a replenishment interval of 11 

weeks would be optimal. This is far from the continuous replenishment vision. However, the 

results would have changed slightly if the cost of store warehousing would have been possible 

to take into calculations. Nevertheless, it is evident that biggest obstacle in the way of 

continuous replenishment between warehouse and store is the current method of charging for 

the handling of goods at the Inexes warehouse.

In demand class three, continuous replenishment was evaluated in context of cross docking 

operation practise. Applicability of continuous replenishment in the demand class is excellent 

due to short replenishment lead time and advanced supplier. In the study, it was calculated that 

optimal replenishment frequency for an average store would be two weeks, if the whole range 

of Finnwear's tights would be cross docked. By doubling the cross docking volume, 

replenishment interval of once a week would become optimal. Such volume can be achieved 

in bigger stores than that used in example calculations or by cross docking also socks and 

underwear. Therefore, it seems that in this demand class application of continuous 

replenishment is possible. Additionally, it was found that replenishment frequency of once a 

week would decrease the need for shelf facings by 7,4 percent from that of replenishment by 

every four weeks.

Cross docking was evaluated in demand classes one and three. In demand class one cross 

docking was not possible with current suppliers, instead a calculation was made to find out, on 

which conditions it would be more profitable to order private label products from nearby 

supplier and use cross docking.

In demand class one, it was found that if cross docking would be used products would be only 

1,5 to 2 percent cheaper than if central warehouse operations would be used. However, if cross 

docking would be compared to current non-optimised central warehouse operations, the 

difference would be higher.

In demand class three, application of cross docking is possible and would probably provide 

significant benefits. No exact calculations could be made to compare cross docking with
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current direct delivery operations. Nevertheless, the factors that affect the relative costs of the 

two possibilities were evaluated. Key benefits for Tradeka would be; fewer cars unloading at 

stores daily, support to continuous replenishment and lower costs (if negotiations with 

Finn wear would succeed in lowering purchase price).

Other factors, this term includes demand management, enabling technologies and level of co

operation etc.

Co-operation is an essential enabler of ECR-application. In the study, suggestions for 

improved co-operation were made for both internal and external co-operation. Other vital 

aspect in ECR-application is adequate resources; currently Euromarket/Maxi-chain has 

significant possibilities for improvement by ECR application, however, currently lack of 

resources restricts the speed of ECR application. Third factor, which facilitates ECR 

application, is streamlined processes, currently different operating practises exists within the 

category and especially between the categories. By having similar operating practises for 

different categories and products makes it easier to manage firms operations. Finally, it was 

found that too large minimum order quantities restrict the potential benefits that are 

available from ECR-application.

In demand management it was found that it would enhance the brand image of Day Line to 

include also seasonal products under Day Line brand name. This would be especially valuable 

now, when it seems that tight's market for speciality products is in the future going to grow, 

while the market for basic products is likely to decline.

Enabling technologies are important enablers of supply management concepts. In the studied 

category, increased use of Electronic Data Interchange and АВС-costing is required to support 

ECR-supply management application.

6.1.1.2 Generalisability of results/demand classes

6.1.1.2.1 Fisher’s dichotomy

In the study, with Fisher’s dichotomy two demand classes were found, pure innovative 

(seasonal products) and a mixture of functional and innovative (basic products). However, as 

the study is done from retailer point of view, Finnwear's seasonal products are not purely 

innovative from Tradeka's point of view. This is due to the fact that Finnwear quarantees
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similar supply for seasonal products as for basic products. Therefore they are less innovative 

than seasonal private label products but more innovative than earlier mentioned mixture 

(basic) products.

Above presented outline of the category by Fisher’s dichotomy shows the essential problem of 

Fisher’s model; a dichotomy can not adequately describe the multitude of different types of 

product demand characteristics. Nevertheless, Fisher’s dichotomy is able to give rough 

direction and new ideas for managers, especially valuable are the different aspects by which 

the characteristics of a product or product group is determined.

In following, the usability of different aspects to determine demand class in studied category 

are evaluated. Predictability of demand was a good tool to determine demand class, it divided 

clearly the products into groups. However, the difference was on degree to which demand can 

be predicted not on whether it is possible or not. Length of product life cycle was a valid tool 

as well. Clear distinction between seasonal and basic products could be made in the studied 

category. Contribution margin this was not as usable aspect of demand as the previous ones. 

Seasonal products had a higher contribution margin, but not compared to private label 

products. Product variety was a usable tool as well. Average margin of error at time 

production is committed and average stockout rate could not be estimated accurate enough.

Overall, it can be concluded that Fisher’s dichotomy provides a valid way to divide products 

into two demand classes /types. However, it does not provide a basis for detailed analysis. 

Therefore, the results can only be generalised on a very general level.

6.1.1.2.2 Finne's framework

Finne's framework provides possibility for a detailed demand classification. The classification 

can be divided into three major classes and six sub-classes. In this study three sub-demand 

classes under two major classes were identified.

The aspects of demand Finne uses to classify demand are clear and provide a good basis for 

classifying different demand classes. The results obtained in different demand classes are 

rather specific for the category studied. However, the more general the results are the more 

generalisable they are. Additionally, an especially important aspect is that by building the 

demand classification the person/persons responsible for a category are able to understand that
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supply of products has to be managed by aspects of demand not by supplier. For example Day 

Line producers supply basic products and seasonal products. As the previous text explains 

there exists a big difference in how to manage these two product types. Furthermore, the 

author suggests that an additional box could be added under the demand classes 1 and 2. The 

additional box would be the question: “ is it possible to predict demand?”. This has an effect 

on how the products should be handled, if it is not possible to predict demand effectiveness 

should be emphasised, if it is possible to predict demand efficiency should be emphasised.

An additional factor not taken account in Fisher’s and Finne's classifications is the 

significance of single stock keeping units price in relation to quantity of demand in stores. 

This relation often limits the number of profitable operation practises. However, the effect of 

products price in relation to store demand would be extremely difficult to take into a general 

puipose framework. Therefore it is natural that this aspect is not included in either of the 

frameworks. However, this aspect is still worth noticing, when the real possibilities in a 

category are evaluated. For example, in this study, demand class 2- lot purchases of seasonal 

products is purely innovative. This would suggest such methods as reverse logistics, 

postponement and store delivery postponement coupled with small delivery quantities. 

However, the existing cost structure of warehouse operations together with average to low 

priced products and low demand per SKU in stores make small delivery quantities and 

especially, reverse logistics not profitable. Therefore, it can be concluded that always the 

suggestions given in any framework or research have to be analysed in the category in 

question before applying the results in practise.

6.1.2 Suggestions for future research

During the research process several directions for future research emerged. This is natural as 

ECR as a concept is still rather new. In this section the author wishes to present the most 

significant ones from the point of view of this research.

Future testing of the demand classes in different product categories is an interesting topic. It 

would be interesting to verify to what extent are the results and solutions in different product 

categories similar under one demand class.

АВС-costing between companies is an actual topic. АВС-costing is crucial in joint 

development projects between ECR-partners and therefore, it would be interesting to know
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what are the obstacles to use of АВС-costing between companies. Nevertheless, this topic can 

probably be researched only after few years as АВС-implementation in companies has 

proceeded.

Finally, it would be helpful to explore the overall need for smaller minimum order quantities. 

What would be the benefits and what are the common obstacles to changing minimum order 

quantities.
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7 Appendices

Appendix A. Author's view on the relationship of Efficient Consumer Response 

(ECR) and Quick Response (QR)

In this appendix the reasoning behind author's definition on the relationship of ECR and QR 

used in this study is presented.

In the literature, some confusion exists about the difference and relation between the terms 

Quick Response and Efficient Consumer Response sometimes also Supply Chain Management 

(SCM) is mixed with the two. For example, Mattila (1999) places ECR and QR as subconcepts 

of SCM. Bernard! and Larsson (1995) present also good views on differences between QR and 

ECR, but still they use the terms synonymously in their text. Similar differences exist in 

several books and articles, for that reason the author presents his view of the relation of ECR 

and QR. Author’s view is presented in figure 1.

Figure 1. Relationship between Fisher’s product type classification and ECR and QR concepts.

From the speciality goods retailing point of view and within ECR-ffamework, QR can be seen 

to be an alternative to ECR Continuous Replenishment (CRP) improvement concept with the 

difference being that QR matches better with innovative demand characteristics and CRP
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matches better with functional demand characteristics. Products with innovative demand 

characteristics suffer from difficulties in forecasting and, therefore, the highest costs are 

incurred from lost sales and forced markdowns, while the costs of distribution being to less 

extent significant. Therefore, Quick Response focuses on responsiveness of the supply chain 

whereas Continuous Replenishment improvement concept focuses on cost efficiency.
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Appendix В Interview guides

In this appendix interview guides used in the study are presented. Interview guides are 

originally made in Finnish, threfore English versions are translated from Finnish versions.

Interview of product manager of category tights in Ketjuetu on 
11.6.1999

Identification of the product category and suppliers

• Suppliers:

• Quantity

• Who are the biggest suppliers

• Location of suppliers (geographically)

• Product category:

• Demand in the category:

• LTT-tutkimus has studied socks and tights in the beginning of 1990s, they argue 

that the demand of tights and socks is of approximately equal size. What is your 

view on correctness of this statement nowadays?

• According to statistics demand on Socks and Tights is approximately 3% of total 

consumption on clothes =FIM 325Million/year. Hence, total sales of tights would 

be approximately FIM 160Million/year-> interviewees opinion about this.

• Does the category tights have a role (such as the four roles in ECR-literature)?

• Structure of the category:

• How have you defined the category (subcategories, segments)

• Is there differences in demand between the subcategories and segments

Identification of demand types:

• Enclosed a page in which the frameworks of Fisher and Finne are presented.

• Notice the possible differences in demand types between different subcategories and 

segments of the category tights.
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Finne:

• How long is the life cycle?

• Is there seasons, what is the length of seasons?

• What is the nature of demand:

• Stable (yes, no), seasonal

• How big are fluctuations in demand and is it possible to model fluctuations in 

demand?

• Is there data available on demand in different segments?

• Is continuous replenishment possible? (supplier-warehouse level)

• What is the current replenishment frequency?

• How long is order-delivery lead time?

• What is the desired stock level?

• Where are the goods stored (stores, central warehouse, supplier)?

• Based on what kind of system stores conduct ordering:

• CAO =automatic ordering

• Manual ordering

• Order point-method, who determines the order point?

• Other

• Is cross docking used?

• Is POS-data transmitted to the suppliers (if not, why)?

• What is the degree of co-operation with the supplier

• Is replenishment order possible at all (in different segments / subcategories)?

• Fisher:

• Gross margin of products (approximately)?

• How long time before delivery the order has to be done?

• How big is the estimated forecasting error at the time of ordering? (forecast- actual 

demand)

• How many of the products that are in assortment are on average out of stock 

(percentage)?

• How is the figure achieved ( measurement, personal judgement etc.)?

• What is a typical markdown in end of the season sales?
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Supply Chain Mapping

The aim is to form a picture of the life cycle of a product; (a) how it is taken in the assortment, 

(b) life cycle, (c) how it is decided to be taken from the assortment.

How is the profitability of the category measured?

Is there something improtant that was not asked in this interview?
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Sukkahousujen tuotepäällikön Haastattelu 11.6.99

Tuoteryhmän ja tarkasteltavien toimittajien määrittely:

Toimittajat:

• Toimittajien määrä

• Suurimmat toimittajat

• Toimittajat maantieteellisesti

Tuoteryhmä:

• Tuoteryhmän kysyntä;

e LTT-tutkimus 90-1 alussa; sukat ja sukkahousut tuoteryhmän kysyntä 

jakautuu kahteen kysynnältään yhtäsuureen osaan sukat ja sukkahousut 

(mukana ohuet sukkahousutyyppiset sukat) -> mielipide?

• Sukkien &sukkahousujen kysyntä 3% kokonaisvaatetuskysynnästä =325 

miljoonaa/vuosi. Näinollen sukkahousujen kysyntä olisi luokkaa 160 

milj oona/vuosi- -> Mielipide/arvio?

• Onko tuoteryhmälle määritetty ECR toiminnan mukaista roolia? (Kosinta-, Arkipäivä-, 

Kausi-, Mukavuustuoteryhmä)

• Tuoteryhmän rakenne;

• Onko olemassa tuoteryhmäpuuta?

• Jos ei, voidaanko tuoteryhmä jakaa selkeästi erilaisiin osiin, milla perusteella, 

millaisiin?

• Eroaako näiden alaryhmien kysyntä kokoryhmän keskimääräisestä kysynnän 

luonteesta?

Kysyntätyypin määritys:
• Liitteenä sivu, jossa Fisherin & Finnen taulukot

• Huomioi tässä mahdolliset tuoteryhmäpuun alasegmentit
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• Finne:

• Kuinka pitkä on tuotteen elinkaari?

• Vaihtuuko mallisto säännöllisesti (kaudet)?

• Millainen on kysynnän luonne?

• vakaa (kyllä, ei), kausiluontoinen.

• kysynnän vaihteluiden suuruus ja onko kysynnän vaihteluita 

mahdollista mallintaa?

• onko mahdollista saada dataa/graafi segmenttien kysynnästä 

vuositasolla/useamman vuoden aikana?

• Onko jatkuva täydennys mahdollinen? (toimittaja-keskusvarasto)

• nykyinen toimitusväli?

• tilaus-toimitusviiveen pituus

• nykyinen varaston riitto (tavoite)

• missä varastoidaan (liike, keskusvarasto, valmistaja)

• Millä perusteella liikkeet tilaavat täydennyksiä?

• CAO=automaattinen tilaaminen

• manuaalinen menetelmä

• hälytyspisteen mukaan, kuka määrittää 

hälytyspisteen

• käytetäänkö terminaalitoimituksia

• välitetäänkö POS-dataa toimittajalle (jos ei, miksi?)

• yhteistyön aste toimittajan kanssa?

• Onko täydennystilaus ollenkaan mahdollinen?

• Fisher:

• Tuotteiden kate (noin)?

• Kuinka paljon ennen toimitusta tilaus on tehtävä?

• Miten suureksi arvioit ennustevirheen tilaushetkellä? (ennuste- 

toteutunut kysyntä)

• Kuinka suuri on keskimäärin sellaisten tuotenimikkeiden/varianttien osuus, 

joita ei ole saatavilla hyllyssä? (prosentteina)

• mihin arvio perustuu (mittaus, oma-arvio)

• Kuinka suurella alennuksella tuotteita myydään sesongin lopussa?
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Toimintaprosessin kuvaus (supply chain mapping)
Tavoitteena kuvata kokotuotteen(tuotenumero/kokoelma) elinkaari; valikoimaan otto, 

elinkaari, valikoimasta poistopäätös.

Miten tuoteryhmän kannattavuutta mitataan?

Jäikö mielestäsi jotain tärkeää mainitsematta/ kysymättä?
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Interview Finnwear/Tampere/Rusko/5.7.1999

Background information

• Job title and duties of the interviewee

• F inn wear (Basic facts)

• Annual report or similar data

• Manufacturing process of tights (in brief)

• Brands

• What is the market position of the company?

• For whom are the company's brands targeted, what is their market share and future 

potential, are company's brands sold internationally?

• Does the company manufacture private label products as well?

• What brands are sold most to Tradeka's chains? Is the structure of sales to Tradeka 

different than the average sales to market?

Category: Tights

Structure of the category

• What is the level of annual sales in the category (total sales, not only FW)?

• How is the category defined (subcategories, segments)?

• Can different groups of products with similar demand characteristics be identified within 

the category?

• Is replenishment of seasonal products possible during the season or must all the products 

be ordered before the season?

• What is the lenght of the season?

• How big part of the total number of products are seasonal?

Demand characteristics of different demand classes within the category 

(based on the theory of Fisher)
• Is demand predictable/ unpredictable?

• How big are fluctuations in demand
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• Is it possible to model fluctuations in demand

• Is there historical demand data on demand in the category

• What is the life cycle of products

• Gross margin, is there differences between different demand types

• How many product variations exist in the category (sizes, colours, models)

• What is the service level?

• Lead time for delivery of products

Current operating practises with Tradeka/Elanto

• Contact persons

• Price neagotiations

• How often, what is agreed?

• Stores consduct ordering independently

• Who pays for the delivery

• On what basis the stores conduct ordering

• Are the ordered quantities even

• What kind of forecasting methods are used to anticipate demand?

Is there: co-operation, plans for co-operation, expectations, readiness for?

• Assortment decisions / space management

• New products, planograms, what products to liquiditate

• New products introductions

• Promotion & marketing campaigns planning & follow up

• EDI-connection

• Market- and consumer information exchange

• Cross docking

What is Finnwear's readiness in;

• receiving POS-data

• Campaign and product data transfer and maintenance by using EDI-system

• Bar coding (EAN) (EAN128)

• Invoicing by using EDI

• Activity based costing (ABC)
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How would you like to improve current operating practises?

Is the profitability of the category measured in co-operation with Tradeka? 

• What measures are used?

Other

• Foreign suppliers (from Spain, Portugal, Italy etc.) are usually regarded as cheaper 

suppliers

• What are the strenghts and weaknesses of Finnwear compared to foreign competitors?

• How do you estimate the level of co-operation with Tradeka compared to other customers?

• Is there something important that was not asked in this interview?
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Haastattelu Finnwear/Tre/Rusko/5.7

Taustatiedot

• Haastateltavan asema j a tehtävä yrityksessä

Finnwear (perustiedot);

• Vuosikertomus? tøos ei; liikevaihto, sukkahousujen osuus, henkilöstö, vienti, 

sijaintipaikat, aiemmat nimet/muut nimet, omistus, organisaatio)

• Millainen on sukkahousujen valmistusprosessi? (lyhyesti)

Merkit

• Millainen on yrityksen markkina-asema?

• Kenelle tarkoitettu-ketkä käyttävät, markkinaosuus ja näkymät, mitkä ovat kansainvälisesti 

myynnissä?

• Tehdäänkö vain omiamerkkejä vai myös ns. private label -tuotteita?

• Onko tilastoa mitä merkkejä myydään eniten Tradekan ketjuissa? Eroaako rakenne muista 

ketj uista/liikkeistä-miten?

Tavararyhmä: Sukkahousut

Tuoteryhmän rakenne;

• Onko käsitystä mikä on sukkahousumarkkinoiden koko suomessa?

• ECR:ssä käytetään termiä tuoteryhmäpuu, onko sellaista, millainen? 

Jos ei, voidaanko tuoteryhmä jakaa selkeästi erilaisiin osiin, milla perusteella, millaisiin?

• Jos ajatellaan koko markkinaa onko olemassa selkeitä ryhmiä kysynnän ominaispiirteiden 

mukaan?

• Kausituotteiden osalta, voidaanko tehdä täydennystilauksia, vai onko ostetttava määrä aina 

tilattava etukäteen?

• Vaihtuuko mallisto säännöllisesti(kaudet)?

• Miten suuri osa vaihtuu
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Kysynnän luonne sukkahousut-tuoteryhmän eri kysyn tätyypeilla/alasegmenteillä? 

(Fisheriä mukaillen)

• Kysyntä on: ennustettavaa / ei-ennustettavaa

• kysynnän vaihteluiden suuruus ja onko kysynnän vaihteluita mahdollista mallintaa?

• onko mahdollista saada dataa / graafi segmenttien/kokotuoteryhmän kysynnästä 

vuositasolla/useamman vuoden aikana?

• Tuotteiden elinkaaren pituus

• Katemarginaali, onko selkeätä eroa eri ryhmillä(kysyntätyypeillä) ?

• Kuinka suuri on tuotevariaatioiden määrä (koot,värit, mallit..)?

• Palveluaste yleensä tuotteilla prosenttia?

• Toimitusaika?

Nykyinen toimintatapa Tradekan/Elannon kanssa

• Yhteyshenkilöt

• Hintaneuvottelut;

• Kuinka usein, mistä sovitaan? 

e Tavaratalot tilaavat itse

• Kuka maksaa kuljetuksen?

• Käsityksenne mukaan millä perusteella liikkeet tilaavat täydennyksiä?

• Ovatko tilausmäärät tasaisia?

• Millaista ennustemenetelmää käytetään?

• Onko: yhteistyötä, yhteistyö suunnitelmia, toiveita, entä valmiudet?

• Valikoimapäätösten teossa / Tilanhallinnassa

• Uudet tuotteet, poistettavat, hyllykuvat

• Uusien tuotteiden lanseerauksessa

• Kampajoiden suunnittelussa ja toteutuksessa?

• OVT-yhteys

• Markkina- j a kuluttaj ainformaation vaihdossa

• Terminaalitoiminassa
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• Mitkä ovat Finnwearin valmiudet;

• Kysyntätiedon välitys-OVT

• Kampanja ja tuotetietojen välitys ja ylläpito-OVT

• Tuotteiden viivakoodaus (E AN)

• Kuljetuslavojen viivakoodaus (EAN 128)

• Laskujen välitys

• Toimintolaskenta

• Kehitystoiveet nykyiseen toimintatapaan verrattuna

• Mitataanko tuoteryhmän kannattavuutta yhteistyössä Tradekan kanssa?

• Mitä mittareita käytetään?

Muu
• ulkomaiset toimittajat (Espanja, Portugali, Italia jne.) nähdään yleensä halvempina 

toimittajina;

• mitkä ovat Finnwearin vahvuudet ja heikkoudet verrattuna ulkomaisiin kilpailijoihin?

• Mikä on yhteistyön aste Tradekan kanssa verrattuna muihin asiakkaisiin?

• Jäikö mielestäsi jotain tärkeää mainitsematta/ kysymättä?
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Interview guide/ Euromarket-Hyvinkää/27.7.1999

I. Differences between basic and seasonal tights

• What are the percentages of seasonal and basic products from total category sales? (to 

what degree does the situation change if basic products that have different colours for the 

two seasons are counted as seasonal products?)

• Is there a difference in how basic products that have different colours for the two seasons 

and seasonal products are managed in the beginning/in the end of the season?

• How often stock out situations occur?

• If a product is sold out, is the facing filled with another product?

II. Marketing & Promotions

• How often promotional/marketing campaigns are conducted?

• To which extent are campaigns suppliers or chains own campaigns?

• Does the store do also own promotion campaigns?

III. Assortments

• How is it decided which of the three assortments the store uses? ( store decides, steering 

unit decides, decision is made in co-operation, other)

• Does the assortment change during the season? (increase/decrease)

IV. Ordering

• How is the ordering of products done in the store? ( Finnwear's products, Day Line 

products)

• What is the accuracy of deliveries? (ordered items not delivered)

• EDI-system (Piccolink), usefullness, ease of use?

• How are the stock levels in store in the category decided?

• What is the desired safety-stock-level and for how many days/weeks time does the average 

inventory last for?

• How is the inventory level monitored?

V. Performance measures
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• What are the used performance measures?

• What kind of reports are used in performance measurement ?

VI. Discount sales

• How big part of the products is sold on discount? (all products, seasonal products, basic 

products)

• Who decides on when to start discount sales? (store, steering unit)
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Haastattelu Euromarket/Hyvinkää/ 27.7.1999

I. Perus ja kausitavaran suhde ja eroavuus:

• Kausi- ja perustuotteiden osuudet, prosentteina (entä jos perustavara joilla värit vaihtuvat 

eri kausille otetaan mukaan)?

• Eroaako niiden perustuotteiden joilla eri väri eri kausille hallinta/toiminta kauden 

lopussa/alussa jotenkin kausitavarasta?

• Sattuuko usein ei oo tilanteita?

• Jos joku tavara loppu, laitetaanko sen paikalle toista?

II. Markkinointi & promootiot

• Kampanjat, kuinka usein, miten toteutetaan, kenen kampanjoita (ketjun, toimittajan)?

• Tekeekö myymälä myös omia kampanjoita?

III. Valikoima

• Valikoima, miten myymälän valikoiman valinta tapahtui? (määrättiin ketjuyksiköstä, 

valittiin itse, yhteistyössä ketjuyksikön kanssa)

• Tapahtuuko myymälän osalta valikoiman laajenemista/kaventumista kauden aikana?

IV. Tilaaminen

• Miten tilaaminen käytännössä tapahtuu DL ja FW?

• Kuinka hyvin toimitus vastaa tilausta, FW ja DL?

• EDI-systeemi (Picko Link), miten suhtaudutaan, onko helppokäyttöinen?

• Millä perusteella päätetään myymälän varastotasot?

• Kuinka suurta varmuusvarastoa pyritään pitämään ja tai mikä on varaston riitto yleensä?

• Kuinka tätä seurataan?

V. Mittarit

e Käytetyt mittarit

• Käytetyt raportit

VI. Alennusmyynnit

• kuinka suuri osa tuotteista myydään alennuksella? (kaikki, kausituotteet, perustavara)

• Mistä tulee aloite alennusmyynteihin (oma, ketjuyksikkö)
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